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Executive Summary

This deliverable reports further on the second iteration of validation and
user testing for the WCAG 2.0 test suite. This iteration was conducted on
the Last Call Working Draft of WCAG 2.0, released on the 27 April 2006.
602 test cases have been created for this test suite, of which 49 were
deemed to require user testing. For these 49, 249 scenarios were created,
covering the following user groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

blindness,
colour vision deficiency,
low vision,
deafness,
hard of hearing,
deaf-blindness,
dyslexia,
dyscalculia,
intellectual disability,
dexterity impairment,
motor impairment,
learning disability,
functional illiteracy,
ADHD,
aphasia,
no particular disability.

The user testing confirmed the outcome (Pass or Fail) of 25 test cases
(51.0%), but the other 49 test cases changed their outcome as a result of
the user testing. Usually this was because a test case which was assumed
would pass, actually failed (16 test cases, or 32.6% of all the user-tested
test cases).
These figures show the importance of conducting the user testing to clarify
issues with how assistive technologies really work, what information users
find clear or not and so on.
This deliverable presents the revised validation process and the results
from the user testing that has been undertaken within the Amfortas
environment.

15 November 2007
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Introduction

This deliverable reports on the second iteration of validation and user
testing for the WCAG 2.0 test suite. This iteration was conducted on the
Last Call Working Draft of WCAG 2.0, released on the 27 April 2006.
602 test cases have been created for this test suite, of which 49 were
deemed to require user testing. For these 49, 249 scenarios were created,
covering the following user groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

blindness,
colour vision deficiency,
low vision,
deafness,
hard of hearing,
deaf-blindness,
dyslexia,
dyscalculia,
intellectual disability,
dexterity impairment,
motor impairment,
learning disability,
functional illiteracy,
ADHD,
aphasia,
no particular disability.

This deliverable presents the revised validation process and the results
from the user testing that has been undertaken within the Amfortas
environment.

15 November 2007
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Updates to the Test Case
Description Language (TCDL)

After the completion of the first version of the test suite, several changes
were made to the Test Case Description Language (TCDL). Most of these
changes have to do with the scenarios for end-user evaluation of test
cases.
To support the concept of baseline, a 'baseline' attribute was added to the
elements 'testElement' and 'recommendation'. This attribute can have the
values 'included' or 'excluded'. When a 'recommendation' or 'testElement'
element has a baseline attribute with the value 'included', this means that
the technology ('recommendation' element) or technology feature
('testElement' element) is in the baseline; in other words: the test case
can be used in a benchmarking context that assumes that the technology
or technology feature is in the baseline. If the attribute is missing, the
value 'included' is assumed. If the value is 'excluded', this means that the
the technology ('recommendation' element) or technology feature
('testElement' element) is excluded from the baseline; in other words: the
test case can be used in a benchmarking context that assumes that the
technology or technology feature is not in the baseline.
The values for status were revised. The original values were "draft",
"evaluated by expert", "pending bugfix", "accepted for end user
evaluation", "evaluated by end user", "accepted". The new values are:
"draft", "pending bugfix", "accepted by first validators", "accepted by both
validators", "ready for translation", "accepted for end user evaluation",
"validated", "integrate feedback", "accepted QA", "rejected QA". This
change is also reflected in the more detailed evaluation process described
elsewhere in this document.
The list of test modes was also revised. The original values were "enduser"
(deprecated), "oneExpert", "experts", "automatic". The test mode "semiautomatic" was added to the list and refers to an evaluation by an
accessibility evaluation tool where the tool can only give you a hint or a
warning but where human judgement is necessary to confirm whether
there is an accessibility issue or not.
This list of disabilities was also revised. The current list is:
•
•
•
•

blindness,
colour vision deficiency,
low vision,
deafness,

15 November 2007
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hard of hearing,
deaf-blindness,
dyslexia,
dyscalculia,
intellectual disability,
dexterity impairment,
motor impairment,
learning disability,
functional illiteracy,
ADHD,
aphasia,
no particular disability.

The value "no disability" is useful for scenarios for reference groups
without a disability.
It is now also possible to add notes about the purpose of a specific
scenario by means of the 'scenarioNotes' element, an optional element of
the 'scenario' element. Scenario authors can also create short-hand names
for scenarios in the 'name' attribute of the 'scenario' element. For
example, the value "Scenario s01 blind speech ie50" could be used to
quickly identify a scenario for blind users with Internet Explorer 5 and a
screen reader (with speech synthesis).
Other changes had a lower impact: the content model of the 'httpRequest'
element was modified (so far, no test cases have used this element), and
a few values were added to the list of media types.

15 November 2007
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4

Updated methodology for the
validation of test cases

4.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the updated Test Case
Validation Process. This builds on our experience in the first round of test
case validation (see Deliverable 3.7a). The process describes the path that
a Test Case takes from its original writing, through to its acceptance or
rejection in the Test Case Suite, using the Test Case Description Language
(TCDL) and the Parsifal editor.
Each stage of the process is represented by a state. Each state contains
input channels through which the test case enters and output channels
through which the test case is moved on to the next state. In each state
there is a process performed by one or more actors. The mechanisms
executing flow of control (e.g., the Parsifal engine, email, etc.) are implicit
in the discussion of the channels. This chapter is intended to lay out the
process in as abstract a way as possible, so that future research
endeavours can duplicate this Test Case Validation Process in their
projects. A User Manual was also developed to guide validators through
the process.

4.2

Format

The format of the chapter is as follows. After each state heading there is a
list of actors who take part in the process. Then, there are summaries of
the input and output channels for the state. From this, each individual
input channel is discussed with the pre-conditions that must be present for
the state to achieve its purpose. Due to the process to be followed being
contextually linked to the reason for entering the state, each input channel
has an associated process discussed. This process description includes the
conditions for exiting the state via one of the various output channels for
the state. Finally, the list of output channels is elaborated to show the
post-conditions, the modifications to the Test Case occurring during the
process.
Optional pre-conditions and post conditions are listed in
brackets.

4.3

State Diagram

A state diagram is provided in Figure 4.1 in order to supplement the
textural descriptions.
However, the text descriptions have been
specifically written to provide a full description of the process, so access to
15 November 2007
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the figure is not necessary, but may be a helpful memory aid for sighted
readers.

Figure 4.1: Test Case Validation Process.

4.4
4.4.1
4.4.1.1

State Descriptions
Write Test Case
Actors

Test Case Author.
4.4.1.2

Input Channels

There are three channels into the state Write Test Case. There is the
channel starting the process with a new test case being written, a second
channel where the test case has been returned to this state after failing
validation in the state Validation 1 (Error Found 1), and a third channel
where the test case has been returned to the Test Case Author after enduser testing has been completed and recommendations for changes has
occurred (Revisions Requested).
4.4.1.3

Output Channels

There are two output channels from the state Write Test Case. The output
channel Case Drafted moves the test case on to the validation states of
the process starting with Validation 1. The output channel Cancel Test
Case leads to the state of Exclusion from Test Suite, representing and
irreconcilable Test Case that will not be continued in the validation
process.
15 November 2007
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WCAG 2.0 Principle.
4.4.1.4.2

Process

At creation of a new test case, the actor Test Case Author writes the Test
Case Description, Test Case Purpose and provides Test Case Files. The
Test Case Mode is set in this state, which may be set to Automatic, Semiautomatic, Expert, Many Experts or End-User Testing.
The test mode
End-User Testing is used only in the case where end user testing is
required to determine the validity of the Test Case Contents and the final
Test Case Mode.
The Test Case Author may also provide parameters for, or a full
description of, end user scenario(s) to be used only in internal evaluation
processes, which means this information will not be published in the final
test case suite. Normally it is the actor Validator 1 who provides the test
case scenarios in the state Validation 1.
The Test Case Author sets the Test Case Status to “Draft”. The Test Case
is moved through the output channel Case Drafted into the state
Validation 1.
4.4.1.5

Input Channel: Error Found 1

4.4.1.5.1

Pre-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Pending Bug Fix
Test Case Mode= Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
Validation Reports from First Validation
4.4.1.5.2

Process

When the Test Case is returned from the state Validation 1, the actor Test
Case Author updates any or all of Test Case Description, Test Case
15 November 2007
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Purpose or Test Case Files. The Test Case Mode is set in this state, which
may be set to Automatic, Semi-automatic, Expert, Many Experts, or EndUser Testing. The test mode End-User Testing is used only in the case
where end user testing is required to determine the validity of the Test
Case Contents and the final Test Case Mode.
The Test Case Author may also provide or update parameters for, or the
full description in, end user scenario(s) to be used only in internal
evaluation processes, which means this information will not be published
in the final test case suite.
Normally it is the actor Validator 1 who
provides the test case scenarios in the state Validation 1.
The Test Case Author sets the Test Case Status to “Draft”. The Test Case
is moved through the output channel Case Drafted into the state
Validation 1.
If it is decided by the Test Case Author, in collaboration with the validation
team, that the Test Case is incoherent, or simply incorrect, and it is
determined that it should not be included, the Test Case is marked as
having status Rejected QA and moved to Exclusion from Test Suite
through the channel Cancel Test Case.
4.4.1.6

Input Channel: Revise Test Case

4.4.1.6.1

Pre-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Pending Bug Fix
Test Case Mode= End-User Testing
Expert Guidance
End User Scenarios
Validation Reports from First Validation
When the Test Case is returned from the state End-User Evaluation
Analysis it is accompanied by the recommendations from the analysis
team regarding the changes that are required from the author in the Test
Case.
Test Case Author updates any or all of Test Case Description, Test Case
Purpose or Test Case Files. The Test Case Mode is set in this state, it may
be set to Automatic, Semi-automatic, Expert, Many Experts.
End-User
testing is an ineligible Test Case mode now that end-user testing has
taken place.

15 November 2007
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The Test Case Author sets the Test Case Status to “Draft”. The Test Case
is moved through the output channel Case Drafted into the state
Validation 1.
If it is decided by the Test Case Author, in collaboration with the validation
team, that the Test Case is incoherent, or simply incorrect, and it is
determined that it should not be included, the Test Case is marked as
having status Rejected QA and moved to Exclusion from Test Suite
through the channel Cancel Test Case.
4.4.1.7

Output Channel: Case Drafted

4.4.1.7.1

Target State

Validation 1
4.4.1.7.2

Post-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Draft
Test Case Mode= Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
4.4.1.8

Output Channel: Cancel Test Case

4.4.1.8.1

Target State

Exclusion from Test Suite
4.4.1.8.2

Post-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Rejected QA
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
15 November 2007
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(End User Scenarios)

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

Validation 1
Actor

Validator 1
4.4.2.2

Input Channels

The state of Validation 1 has two input channels, one from the state Write
Test Case and one from the state Validation 2.
4.4.2.3

Output Channels

There are two output channels from the state Validation 1. First is the
channel Validation 1 Complete. This is where the Test Case has passed
validation and is moved to Validation 2 for final validation. Second is the
channel Error Found 1, which is followed when the validation of the Test
Case has failed and the Test Case must be returned to the state Write Test
Case for further revision before validation can continue.
4.4.2.4

Input Channel: Case Drafted

4.4.2.4.1

Pre-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Draft
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
(Comments from Test Case Author)
4.4.2.4.2

Process

Validator 1 checks the Test Case Description. Validator 1 confirms that it
gives a brief summary of the test file(s) and explains how they are to be
used in the test case. The description should indicate to the expert or tool
what to expect from the test case and what is going to happen when the
expert or tool are interacting with the test file. This is particularly
15 November 2007
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important when user interaction includes interface components (e.g.,
forms).
Validator 1 should confirm that the Test Case Purpose gives the intention
of the test. That is, this purpose must describe whether the Test Case is
designed as a “pass”, meaning it tests conformance to WCAG 2.0, or
designed as a “fail”, meaning it tests violation of WCAG 2.0. The Test
Case Purpose does not need to repeat the Success Criterion from the
Guidelines document.
Validator 1 should run the test files and ensure that the load/run in
accordance with the Test Case Description and Test Case Purpose.
If any of the above tasks of Validator 1 fail, then Validator 1 assigns a Test
Case Status of “Pending Bug Fix” and the Test Case is returned to the
state Write Test Case through the output channel Error Found 1.
Validator 1 checks the Test Case Mode. The definitions of each test mode
case is as follows:
•

•

•

•

Automatic: The Test Case can be conducted automatically by a
machine. This case requires no human judgement.
Semi-Automatic: The Test Case can be conducted only by a human
expert supported with an external tool.
One Expert: The Test Case can be conducted by a human expert
without any external tool support.
Many Experts: The Test Case must be conducted by many experts
who confer regarding their judgment of the Test Case results before
publishing their results.

If the Test Case Mode is Automatic then Validator 1 checks that the test
case mode is correct.
If the Test Case Mode is Semi-Automatic, One Expert or Many Experts
then Validator 1 checks that the test case mode is correct. If the mode is
correct, then Validator 1 checks whether expert guidance has been
provided. If expert guidance is provided then Validator 1 confirms that
the guidance is correct for the test case. Otherwise, if expert guidance is
desired but not present then Validator 1 writes the necessary expert
guidance.
If the Test Case mode is End User Evaluation, Validator 1 examines the
End User Scenarios and checks that they are correct. If additional
scenario information is identified needed, Validator 1 adds it.
When these tasks are complete, the Test Case Status is set to “Accepted
by First Validator” and is passed to the state Validation 2 through the
channel Validation 1 complete.

15 November 2007
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Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Pending Bug Fix
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
Comments from Validation 2 state
With the comments from the Validation 2 state, Validator 1 reviews the
necessary changes. If the changes require adjustment to any of the Test
Case Description, Test Case Purpose or Test Case Files, then Validator 1
marks the Test Case Status as “Pending Bug Fix” and returns the test case
to the state Write Test Case through the channel Error Found 1.
If changes are only required to the test mode or scenarios, then Validator
1 makes the adjustments, changes the Test Case Status to “Accepted by
First Validator” and sends the Test Case to the state Validation 2 through
the channel Validation 1 Complete.
4.4.2.6

Output Channel: Errors Found 1

4.4.2.6.1

Target State

Write Test Case
4.4.2.6.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Pending Bug Fix
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
Validation Reports from First Validation
15 November 2007
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(Validation Reports from Second Validation)
4.4.2.7

Output Channel: Validation 1 Complete

Target State
Validation 2
4.4.2.7.1

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted by First Validator
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)

4.4.3
4.4.3.1

Validation 2
Actor

Validator 2
4.4.3.2

Input Channel

There is one input channel to the state Validation 2 called Validation 1
Complete leading from the state Validation 1.
4.4.3.3

Output Channel

There are three output channels from the state Validation 2. First there is
the channel Error Found 2 which leads back to the state Validation 1 in the
case where the Test Case failed validation. Second is the channel Require
User Testing which is followed when the Test Case Mode is set to End-User
Testing. Third is the output channel Schedule for Inclusion which is
followed when a Test Case has passed validation and does not require
end-user testing, denoted by the Test Case Mode being set to anything
other than End-User Testing.

15 November 2007
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4.4.3.4

Input Channel: Validation 1 Complete

4.4.3.4.1

Pre-Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted by First Validator
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
4.4.3.4.2

Process

If the Test Case Mode is Automatic, Semi-Automatic, Expert or Many
Experts then we perform identical evaluations as performed in Validation
1.
Validator 2 checks the Test Case Description. Validator 2 confirms that it
gives a brief summary of the test file(s) and explains how they are to be
used in the test case. The description should indicate to the expert or tool
what to expect from the test case and what is going to happen when the
expert of tool are interacting with the test file. This is particularly
important when user interaction with interface components (e.g. forms) is
required.
Validator 2 should confirm that the Test Case Purpose gives the intention
of the test. That is, this purpose must describe whether the Test Case is
designed as a “pass”, meaning it tests conformance to WCAG 2.0, or
designed as a “fail”, meaning it tests violation of WCAG 2.0. The Test
Case Purpose does not need to repeat the Success Criterion from the
Guidelines document.
Validator 2 should run the test files and ensure that the load/run in
accordance with the Test Case Description and Test Case Purpose.
Validator 2 checks the Test Case Mode. The definitions of each test mode
case is as follows:
•

•

Automatic: The Test Case can be conducted automatically by a
machine. This case requires no human judgement.
Semi-Automatic: The Test Case can be conducted only by a human
expert supported with an external tool.

15 November 2007
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One Expert: The Test Case can be conducted by a human expert
without any external tool support.
Many Experts: The Test Case must be conducted by many experts
who confer regarding their judgement of the Test Case results
before publishing their results.

If the Test Case Mode is Automatic then Validator 2 checks that the test
case mode is correct.
If the Test Case Mode is Semi-Automatic, Expert or Many Experts then
Validator 2 checks that the test case mode is correct. If the mode is
correct, then Validator 2 checks whether expert guidance has been
provided. If expert guidance is provided then Validator 2 confirms that
the guidance is correct for the test case.
If the Test Case mode is End-User Evaluation, Validator 2 examines the
End User Scenarios and checks that they are correct.
If errors are found in any of the above items, Validator 2 will include the
validation report from the Validation 2 state, will set the Test Case Status
to Pending Bug Fix and send the Test Case back to the state Validation 1
through the output channel Error Found 2. The actor Validator 2 does not
make any further changes to the Test Case.
If there are no errors, the process is as follows:
If the test mode is not End-User Testing then Validator 2 changes the Test
Case Status to “Accepted QA” and moves the Test Case to the state
Inclusion in Test Suite through channel Schedule for Inclusion.
If the test mode is End user testing, then the Test Case status is changed
to “Accepted for End User Testing” and the Test Case is moved to the
state End User Evaluation through channel Require End-User Testing.
4.4.3.5

Output Channel: Validation 2 Complete

4.4.3.5.1

Target State

Inclusion in Test Suite
4.4.3.5.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted QA
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-Automatic, One Expert, Many Experts

15 November 2007
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(Expert Guidance)
(End User Scenarios)
4.4.3.6

Output Channel: Require End User Testing

4.4.3.6.1

Target State

End User Evaluation
Post Conditions:
Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
End User Scenarios
4.4.3.7

Output Channel: Error Found 2

4.4.3.7.1

Target State

Validation 1
4.4.3.7.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Pending Bug Fix
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-Automatic, Expert, Many Experts, EndUser Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End-User Scenarios)
Validation report from Validator 2.

4.4.4
4.4.4.1

End User Evaluation
Actors

Evaluation Team

15 November 2007
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Input Channels

There is one input channel to this state called Require End User Testing.
This channel is followed when the Test Case Mode is set to End-User
Testing.
4.4.4.3

Output Channels

There is one output channel from this state, called Analysis Required,
which leads to the state where the results of the testing are analysed.
4.4.4.4

Input Channel: Require End User Testing

4.4.4.4.1

Pre-Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
End User Scenarios
4.4.4.4.2

Process

A Test Case requiring End-User Evaluation is moved to AMFORTAS and
scheduled for End-User Testing as per AMFORTAS documentation.
When End-User Evaluation is complete the test case is moved to state
End-User Evaluation Analysis through the channel Require Analysis to
determine the results of the end user testing.
4.4.4.5

Output Channel: Require Analysis

4.4.4.5.1

Target State

End User Evaluation Analysis
4.4.4.5.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
15 November 2007
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Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
End User Scenarios
End user evaluation results

4.4.5
4.4.5.1

End User Evaluation Analysis
Actor

Test Case Author, Validator 1
4.4.5.2

Input Channel: Require Analysis

4.4.5.2.1

Pre-Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
End User Scenarios
End user evaluation results
4.4.5.2.2

Process

In End-User Evaluation Analysis the implications for the current test case
contents, and recommend revisions are determined. These revisions will
include the recommended final Test Case Mode.
The Test Case and the recommendations derived from the analysis state
are moved to the state Write Test Case through the channel Revise Test
Case.
If it is determined that the test case is incoherent and beyond the point
where revisions will clarify its contents, the test case is dropped from the
process and will not be included in the final test suite. This moves the test
case into the stated Exclusion from Test Suite and it is no longer of
consequence. At this time, the Test Case Status is set to “Rejected QA”.
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4.4.5.3

Output Channel: Revise Test Case

4.4.5.3.1

Target State

Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Write Test Case
4.4.5.3.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
End User Scenarios
End user evaluation analysis and revision recommendations.
4.4.5.4

Output Channel: Schedule for exclusion

4.4.5.4.1

Target State

Exclusion from Test Suite
4.4.5.4.2

Post Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted for End User
Test Case Mode = End User Testing
End User Scenarios

4.4.6
4.4.6.1

Inclusion in Test Suite
Actors

None
4.4.6.2

Input Channels

There is one input channel to the Inclusion in Test Suite state, that
channel is followed when the Test Case has passed all validation tests.
15 November 2007
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Output Channels

None
4.4.6.4

Input Channel: Schedule for Inclusion

4.4.6.4.1

Pre-Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Accepted QA
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-Automatic, One Expert, Many Experts
(Expert Guidance)
(End-User Scenarios)
4.4.6.4.2

Process

The test case is added to the Test Suite. The information published to the
external users of the Test Suite includes: Test Case Description; Test Case
Purpose; Test Case Files; Test Case Mode and Expert Guidance (if
present).

4.4.7
4.4.7.1

Exclusion from Test Suite
Actors

None
4.4.7.2

Input Channel: Cancel Test Case

4.4.7.3

Output Channels

None
4.4.7.3.1

Pre-Conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = Rejected QA

15 November 2007
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Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-Automatic, One Expert, Many Experts,
End-User Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End-User Scenarios)
4.4.7.3.2

Process

The Test Case is excluded from the Test Suite due to the irreconcilable
problems with the Test Case during its drafting.
4.4.7.4

Input Channel: Schedule for Exclusion

4.4.7.4.1

Pre-conditions

Test Case Description
Test Case Purpose
Test Case Files
Test Case Status = End-User Test
Test Case Mode = Automatic, Semi-Automatic, Expert, Many Experts, EndUser Testing
(Expert Guidance)
(End-User Scenarios)
4.4.7.4.2

Process

The Test Case is excluded after End-User Testing reveals it to be
inappropriate or incorrect and beyond the point where revisions can fix the
problems with it.

4.5

Good practice in test case validation

One reason for validating a test case by end users is to check whether the
test file can serve as good practice example for certain success criteria.
This is necessary if several examples could act as demonstrator and/or the
WCAG guidelines do not specify clearly how the design should look like or
which interaction mechanism is most appropriate.
When creating a test file as example for good practise, all referring
recommendations and examples were taken into account. They were
provided in WCAG 2.0 (Caldwell et al. 2006a) and the accompanying
documents, e.g., Understanding WCAG 2.0 (Caldwell et al. 2006b) and
Techniques for WCAG 2.0 (Caldwell et al. 2006c). The latter documents
include examples illustrating how to meet a certain success criterion
15 November 2007
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sufficiently. In some cases these examples can only highlight key issues,
but are not intended as decision on a sole design or interaction
mechanism, because many possible ways of implementation are
imaginable. Furthermore some techniques still need specification as they
are marked as “future link”. This is the case for instance in the techniques
section for guideline 2.5.
For instance as part of success criterion 2.5.1, it is required that input
errors have to be identified and described to the user in text. The design
of the according test files are intended to serve as a good practice
example considering the demands of different user groups and users of
assistive technologies. For this reason the error feedback specified and
presented the input error in text at the top of the document, offered a link
to the field in question and highlighted the text label by colour. To assist
especially cognitive disabled and deaf users with visual cues, this field was
labelled additionally by a graphic sign showing a generally known alert
sign ( ). The text alternative of the graphical element consisted of two
asterisks to offer also a text description for the invalid field as suggested
in the examples section of success criterion 2.5.1, which is particularly
important for screen reader users. To ensure appropriateness of the
design, test scenarios were created, e.g., for test case sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml
asking test participants whether it was easy to identify the input field
where the error has occurred and, if not, what problems they
encountered. Deaf or cognitive disabled test participants should
additionally indicate whether the alert sign was a clear label for the error
and, if not, provide suggestions on how the alert sign should look like.
Users of screen readers who are blind or have low vision were additionally
questioned whether the error was clearly indicated by the two asterisks
and, if not, what would be a better text description.
Different
design
solutions
are
offered,
e.g.,
in
test
cases
sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml and sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml, both dealing with input
errors of a requested date. The first test file provides only one input field
for typing in the date like “dd/mm/yy”, whereas the second test file offers
three separate fields to specify day, month and year. Both solutions
comply with WCAG 2.0 recommendations, but may not work just as well
for different user groups. To get indications of possible accessibility
problems of the two different types of input fields test participants were
instructed to input a certain incorrect date and correct it afterwards. They
were then asked whether it was easy to correct the date and, if not, to
describe problems they encountered.
Furthermore, test case sc2.5.4_l3_017.html has been suggested for end
user validation in order to ensure a good practice example of an
interaction mechanism to provide context sensitive help to enter a date in
a required format. The label of the form control informed the user about
15 November 2007
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restrictions on the format of date she is supposed to enter. The label
indicated that the date must be in the day-month-year format: Date (ddmm-yyyy). Additionally the test file provided assistance for entering the
date in the requested format via a calendar tool that opened in a new
window. Success criterion 2.5.4 demands context-sensitive help for text
input, but the recommendations of WCAG 2.0 do not decide on the
method to provide such help facilities. In the test scenarios the users were
instructed to fill in the date with the help of the calendar tool and
afterwards they were asked whether this method of entering a date was
usable. In this way, the user tests may contribute in elaborating future
links in regard to tools and methods to assist user input.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Results of the expert evaluation

Most of the test cases did not require end user evaluation and were
validated internally by Consortium experts. In this section we present a
brief summary of the situation of the test suite at the moment. The test
suite has 602 test cases.
In regard to the expected results of the test cases, we find the initial
distribution of Table 1 (i.e. before the results of the user testing were
integrated) below.
Expected result

Test Cases

fail

317

pass

268

cannot tell

17

Total

602
Table 1: Expected result distribution for the test cases.
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6

Results of the user testing

6.1

Introduction

49 test cases were deemed to require user testing in this iteration. The
breakdown of such test cases is provided in Table 2, below.
Test case group

Total number

Number
requiring user
testing

sc1.1.1_l1_001 - 056

56

22

sc1.2.1_l1_001 - 001

2

0

sc1.2.2_l1_001 - 002

2

1

sc1.2.3_l2_001 - 004

4

4

sc1.2.4_l2_001 - 004

4

4

sc1.2.5_l3_001 - 004

4

1

sc1.2.6_l3_001 - 002

2

1

sc1.2.7_l3_001 - 003

3

0

sc1.3.1_l1_001 – 068
sc1.3.1_l1_101 - 148

68
48

0
0

sc1.3.2_l1_001 - 006

6

1

Sc1.3.3_l1_001 - 006

6

6

Sc1.3.4_l2_001 - 002

2

2

Sc1.3.5_l2_001 - 008

8

2

Sc1.4.1_l2_001 – 019

19

0

Sc1.4.2_l2_001 - 004

4

1

Sc1.4.3_l3_001 – 008

8

0

Sc1.4.4_l3_001 – 010

10

10

Sc2.1.1_l1_001 – 010

10

0

Sc2.1.2_l3_001 - 003

3

3

Sc2.2.1_l1_001 – 004

4

4

Sc2.2.2_l2_001 – 004

4

3

Sc2.2.3_l2_001 – 002

2

2

Sc2.2.5_l3_001

1

1
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Test case group

Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Total number

Number
requiring user
testing

Sc2.3.1_l1_001 – 009

9

9

Sc2.3.2_l3_001 - 002

2

2

Sc2.4.1_l1_001 – 005

5

3

Sc2.4.2_l2_001 – 002

2

0

Sc2.4.3_l2_001 – 011

11

0

Sc2.4.5_l3_001 – 011

11

0

Sc2.4.8_l3_001 – 007

7

0

Sc2.5.1_l1_001 - 038

38

5

sc2.5.2_l2_001 – 004

4

0

sc2.5.3_l2_001

1

0

sc2.5.4_l3_001 - 018

18

3

sc3.1.1_l1_001 – 057

57

4

sc3.3.2_l2_001 – 020

20

2

sc3.1.3_l3_001 – 008

8

0

sc3.1.4_l3_001 - 015

15

1

sc3.1.5_l3_001 – 003

3

2

sc3.1.6_l3_001 – 004

4

1

Sc3.2.1_l1_001 – 008

8

0

Sc3.2.2_l1_001 – 028

28

0

Sc3.2.3_l2_001 – 004

4

4

Sc3.2.4_l2_001 – 018

18

1

Sc3.2.5_l3_001 – 055

55

0

Sc4.1.1_l1_001 – 013

13

9

606

49

Total

Table 2: Breakdown of test cases requiring end user testing.

For each of these test cases, between 1 and 12 scenarios were created.
The breakdown of scenarios for different types of end users is shown in
Table 3, below.
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User group

Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Number of scenarios

Blindness

147

Colour vision deficiency
Low vision

8
192

Deafness

8

Hard of hearing

9

Dyslexia

21

Dyscalculia

20

Intellectual disability

20

Dexterity disability

18

Motor disability

23

Learning disability

20

Functional illiteracy

20

ADHD

12

Aphasia

20

Deafblindness

6

No particular disability
Total

12
249

Table 3: Breakdown of scenarios by user group.

163 participants were recruited for the full second iteration of user testing
of test cases. 2380 individual evaluations of scenarios have now taken
place.
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6.2

Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Results of user evaluations

The results of the user evaluations of the scenarios are summarized in the
tables below.
Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_006

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 2

Dyslexic (mag)

No data (error, to be ignored)

Scenario 3

Low vision
(mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Blind/low vision
(braille)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_009

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Low vision
(mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Blind/low vision
(braille)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007

Title Alt attribute for images:
image with empty alt
attribute in link with link text

Title Alternative text for image in
image map: text preceding
image map describes the
image
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_011

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Pass

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_012

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

blind/low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Fail

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Need more data (Pass)

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7.0)

Need more data (Pass)

Outcome

Need more data to clarify. Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007
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with both image and image
map inside object
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_013

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Need more data (Pass)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Need more data (Provisionally Fail)

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007
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map (below object) and
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_014

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Need more data (provisionally Fail)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Fail

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Need more data (Pass)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007

Title Alternative text for two
nested objects with both
image map and img element
inside innermost object
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_015

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Fail

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Need more data (Fail)

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Need more data (Pass)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

15 November 2007
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_016

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Fail

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert
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description and image map
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_017

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Pass

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Pass

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

User testing VOID.
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to FAIL.
Adjust Purpose to emphasise target is lack of alt text.
Confirm Test mode = One Expert.
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_018

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

More data needed (Pass)

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

More data needed (Pass)

Outcome

User testing VOID
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to Fail.
Confirm Test mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Alternative attribute for areas
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map areas
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_019

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

More data needed (Pass)

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

User testing VOID
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to Fail.
Confirm Test mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_020

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

Pass

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Fail

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

Pass

Outcome

User testing VOID
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to to Fail.
Confirm Test mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007
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Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_021

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Split decision

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

More data needed (Pass)

Outcome

User testing VOID
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to Fail.
Test mode = One Expert.
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nested objects and nested
image all referencing same
map (inside object); empty
alt attributes in image map
areas
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_022

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 6

Blind/Low vision
(braille, IE6)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 7

Low vision
(mag, IE5)

No data

Scenario 8

Low vision
(mag, IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 9

Low vision
(mag, IE6)

Fail

Extra

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE7)

More data needed (Pass)

Outcome

User testing VOID
Question asked about the image, not the areas of the
image map.
Can be set to Fail.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Alternative text for areas in
client-side image maps: two
nested objects both
referencing same map (inside
object); empty alt attributes
in image map areas
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_026

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_027

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

15 November 2007

Title Long description for complex
image: longdesc refers to
section below image

Title Long description for complex
image: longdesc refers to
separate HTML page
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_028

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Pass

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_029

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Fail

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

15 November 2007

Title Long description for complex
image: image inside object;
longdesc on image refers to
section below object

Title Long description for complex
image: image inside object;
longdesc on image refers to
section inside object
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_030

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Fail

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

15 November 2007

Title Long description for complex
image: image inside object;
no longdesc that refers to
long description inside object
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_031

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

Fail

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

15 November 2007

Title Long description for complex
image: image inside object;
longdesc on image refers to
separate page
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_032

Proposed as

CANNOT TELL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

More data needed (Fail)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

Test Case
Number

sc1.1.1_l1_055

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Deaf/Hard of
hearing

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Test Mode change to One expert

15 November 2007

Title Long description for complex
image: image embedded by
object; long description
inside object; no longdesc
attribute

Title Audio-only content with
descriptive label
More data needed (Pass)
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.2_l1_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(mag)

Pass

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.3_l2_004

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Scenario 2

Low vision (mag) Pass

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

More data needed (marginal Pass)

Scenario 4

Intellectual

More data needed (marginal Pass)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test mode = one expert.

15 November 2007

Title A video with transcript

Title Audio descriptions of video
for live multimedia
Pass
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.4_l2_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Deaf

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 2

Deaf-blind
(braille)

No data

Scenario 3

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

No data

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.4_l2_004

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Deaf

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 2

Deaf-blind
(braille)

No data

Scenario 3

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

No data

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.

15 November 2007

Title Live video with captions

Title Live multimedia with realtime captions
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.5_l3_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Deaf/Hard of
hearing

Pass

Scenario 2

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

More data needed

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite
Confirm Test Mode = 1 expert

Test Case
Number

Sc1.2.6_l3_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision (mag) More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 4

Intellectual

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = 1 expert

15 November 2007

Title Sign language for
multimedia: video contains
sign language interpretation

Title Extended audio descriptions
for prerecorded multimedia:
video contains audio
description

No data
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.2.7_l3_003

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

No data

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

No data

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

No data

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag
software)

No data

Scenario 5

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

No data

Scenario 6

Deaf/Hard of
hearing

No data

Outcome

more data needed
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = 1 expert

Test Case
Number

sc1.3.2_l1_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(braille)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Colour-blind

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 4

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

No data

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
But propose change Test Mode to “One expert”.

15 November 2007

Title Video with full multimedia
text alternative

Title Red text with CSS and
textual cue to indicate
required form fields
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.3.3_l1_003

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Deaf-blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

More data needed (marginal Pass)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Change Test Mode to “One expert”.

Test Case
Number

sc1.3.3_l1_004

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Deaf-blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

Split decision

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
(Also check that the question really worked)
Test mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Table structure helps
understanding of text and
translation

Title Table structure does not help
understanding of text and
translation
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.4.2_l2_001

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE6)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5.5)

No data

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
IE5)

No data

Scenario 4

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF)

Fail

Scenario 5

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
Opera)

No data

Scenario 6

Motor
No data
impairment
(alternative input
devices, IE5)

Scenario 7

Motor
No data
impairment
(alternative input
devices, IE5.5)

Scenario 8

Motor
More data needed (Pass)
impairment
(alternative input
devices, IE6)

Scenario 9

Motor
More data needed (Pass)
impairment
(alternative input
devices, FF)

Scenario 10

Motor
No data
impairment
(alternative input
devices, Opera)

Outcome

Reject QA.

15 November 2007

Title Background sound with
proprietary bgsound element
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.4.4_l3_001

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

Need more data

Scenario 2

Hard of hearing

More data needed (provisional Fail)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = Several accessibility experts

Test Case
Number

sc1.4.4_l3_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Hard of hearing
(speech &
hearing support
software)

More data needed (Unsure)

Scenario 2

Hard of hearing

More data needed (provisional Fail)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = Several accessibility experts

15 November 2007

Title Audio contrast: high
background sound

Title Audio contrast: adequate
audio contrast
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc1.4.4_l3_006

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Hard of
hearing/ADHD
(speech &
hearing support
software)

More data needed (Unsure)

Scenario 2

Hard of
hearing/ADHD

More data needed (provisional Fail)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = Several accessibility experts

Test Case
Number

sc2.1.2_l3_002

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Blind/Low
Combine with scenario 1
Vision/Deaf-blind
(braille)

Scenario 4

ADHD/Aphasia/
Pass
Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Learnin
g Difficulties

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = one expert.

15 November 2007

Title Audio contrast: low
background sound,
occasional sound effect and
foreground speaker

Title Blinking text with JavaScript
without a keyboardaccessible mechanism to stop
it
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.2.1_l1_001

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

More data needed (Fail)

Scenario 3

ADHD/Dyslexia/ More data needed (Fail)
Hard of Hearing/
Intellectual
Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities
(speech &
hearing support
software)

Scenario 4

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Scenario 5

ADHD/Blindness/ More data needed (Split decision)
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
Disability/Learnin
g Disabilities/Low
Vision

Scenario 6

ADHD/Deaf/
Fail
Dexterity
Impairment/
Dyslexia/Hard of
Hearing/
Intellectual
Disability/Learnin
g
Disabilities/Motor
Impairment

Scenario 7

Motor
More data needed (Fail)
impairment
(alternative input
devices)

15 November 2007

Title Auto-refreshing content
without a mechanism to turn
it off

Fail
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Scenario 8

Low vision (mag) Fail

Scenario 9

Blind (braille with Fail
screenreader)

Outcome

FAIL
Test Mode change to One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc2.2.2_l2_001

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

ADHD/Aphasia/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
disabilities/
Learning
disabilities

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc2.4.1_l1_001

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

More data needed (provisional Pass)

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low Vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Warning that blinks for three
seconds or less
Pass

Title Set of web pages with
invisible skiplink (to main
content) at the top
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.4.1_l1_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low Vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc2.4.1_l1_003

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Deaf-blind
(braille)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind/Deaf-blind
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low Vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Set of web pages with visible
skiplink (to main content) at
the top

Title Set of web pages with
peekaboo skiplink (to main
content) at the top
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.1_l1_002

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with Pass
screenreader)

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag) Pass

Scenario 5

ADHD/Aphasia/
Pass
Colour vision
deficiencies/Deaf
/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/
Intellectual
disabilities/
Learning
disabilities/No
disabilities

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment (alt
input device)

Need more data (Pass)

Scenario 7

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Scenario 8

Aphasia/
No data
Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities
(talking browser)

Scenario 9

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

15 November 2007

Title Mandatory text input field
with error correction
Pass

Pass

Pass
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Scenario 10

Blind (braille with Pass
screenreader)

Scenario 11

ADHD/Aphasia/
Pass
Colour vision
deficiencies/Deaf
/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/
Intellectual
disabilities/
Learning
disabilities/No
disabilities

Scenario 12

Aphasia/
No data
Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
disabilities/
Learning
disabilities
(talking browser)

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Deliverable D3.7b (Public)
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.1_l1_016

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 5

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
vision deficiency/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/ Intellectual
disabilities/ Learning
disabilities/No
disabilities

Pass

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Scenario 7

Dexterity/Motor
More data needed (Pass)
impairment (alternative
input devices)

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Mandatory text input field
with error correction (date)

No data
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.1_l1_017

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 5

Dexterity/Motor
More data needed (Split
impairment (alternative decision)
input devices)

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 7

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities/No
Disabilities

Pass

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Mandatory text input field
with error correction
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.1_l1_025

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

More data needed (Pass)

Scenario 5

Dexterity/Motor
More data needed (Pass)
impairment (alternative
input devices)

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Scenario 7

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities/No
Disabilities

Pass

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Outcome

FAIL
Confirm Test Mode = one expert

15 November 2007

Title Mandatory text input field
with error correction
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.1_l1_038

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

Pass

Scenario 5

Dexterity/Motor
More data needed (Pass)
impairment (alternative
input devices)

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Scenario 7

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities/No
Disabilities

Pass

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = one expert.

15 November 2007

Title Mandatory text input field
with error correction (date)
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.4_l1_015

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

More data required (Pass)

Scenario 5

Dexterity/Motor
More data needed
impairment (alternative (provisional Fail)
input devices)

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Scenario 7

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities/No
Disabilities

More data required (Pass)

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Outcome

FAIL
Confirm Test Mode = One expert

15 November 2007

Title Spell check for text input
(check direct)
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.4_l1_017

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

More data required (marginal
Pass)

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

More data required (marginal
Pass)

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag)

Pass

Scenario 5

Dexterity/Motor
More data required
impairment (alternative
input devices)

Scenario 6

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

More data required (marginal
Pass)

Scenario 7

ADHD/Aphasia/ Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities/No
Disabilities

Pass

Scenario 8

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Help for entering information
in a special format (date)
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Test Case
Number

sc2.5.4_l1_018

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision (mag)

Pass

Scenario 4

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Pass

Scenario 5

ADHD/Aphasia/
Dexterity Impairment/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/
Intellectual Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment/No
Disabilities

Pass

Scenario 6

Aphasia/ Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/ Functional
Illiteracy/ Intellectual
Disabilities/ Learning
Disabilities (talking
browser)

No data

Scenario 7

Dexterity/Motor
impairment (alt input
device)

Pass

Scenario 8

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Text area (in form) with
spelling correction
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.1_l1_003

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 2

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Fail

Scenario 3

ADHD/Aphasia/
Dexterity Impairment/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/
Intellectual Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment/No
Disabilities (talking
browser)

Fail

Outcome

FAIL.
Change Test Mode change to One Expert.
Plus another Test Case with explicit, content-based
explanation of the language change.

15 November 2007

Title Correct lang attribute on
body for primary language of
content in German - override
language information of html
element
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.1_l1_005

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

More data required (Fail)

Scenario 3

ADHD/Aphasia/
More data required (Fail)
Dexterity
Impairment/
Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment/No
Disabilities
(talking browser)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.
Test Mode change to One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Correct lang attribute on
body for primary language of
content in German
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.1_l1_006

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Pass

Scenario 3

ADHD/Aphasia/
More data required (Pass)
Dexterity
Impairment/
Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/
Functional
Illiteracy/
Intellectual
Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment/No
Disabilities
(talking browser)

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = Automatic.

15 November 2007

Title Correct language code and
subcode for content in
American English
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.1_l1_007

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Low vision
(screenreader with
mag)

Fail

Scenario 3

ADHD/Aphasia/
Dexterity Impairment/
Dyscalculus/ Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/
Intellectual Disabilities/
Learning
Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment/No
Disabilities (talking
browser)

More data required (Fail)

Extra data

Blind (braille with
screenreader)

More data required (Fail)

Outcome

FAIL.
Change Test Mode = One expert.
Need to investigate why this fails.

Test Case
Number

sc3.1.2_l2_020

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.

15 November 2007

Title Correct language code and
subcode for content in British
English

Title Lang attribute for changes in
natural language: English,
German, French
Split decision
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.3_l3_003

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader,
FF/Opera)

Outcome

Need more data.
Retest in Test Suite 3.

Test Case
Number

sc3.1.3_l3_004

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Dexterity/Motor
impairment (alt
input devices)

More data required (Fail)

Scenario 2

Blind
(screenreader)

Fail

Scenario 3

Blind (braille with Pass
screenreader)

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag) More data required (Fail)

Scenario 5

Dyslexia/
Intellectual
disabilities

No data

Scenario 6

Deaf/Dexterity
impairment/Dysl
exia/Hard of
hearing/Intellect
ual
disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor
Impairment

Pass

Outcome

FAIL
Confirm Test Mode = One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Lang attribute for changes in
natural language: English,
German, French
No data

Title English text with glossary
(not linked) of nautical terms
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.3_l3_005

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Dexterity/Motor
impairment (alt
input devices)

More data required (Pass)

Scenario 2

Dexterity/Motor
impairment

More data required (Split decision)

Scenario 3

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One expert.

Test Case
Number

sc3.1.3_l3_007

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Dexterity/Motor
impairment (alt
input devices)

More data required (Pass)

Scenario 2

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 3

Blind (braille with Pass
screenreader)

Scenario 4

Low vision (mag) Pass

Scenario 5

Dyslexia/
Intellectual
disabilities

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = one expert.

15 November 2007

Title English text with glossary of
nautical terms – nautical
terms linked to glossary
entries

Title English text with glossary of
nautical terms – nautical
terms linked to glossary
items in other page

More data required (Pass)
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Test Case
Number

sc3.1.5_l3_001

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

All

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One expert.
May need to add to Expert guidance on tools to be
used.

Test Case
Number

sc3.1.5_l3_003

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

All

Outcome

VOID – this did not test reading level in any way.
Test mode = Experts.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_005

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Pass

Scenario 2

Blind (braille)

Pass

Scenario 3

Low vision
(screenreader
with mag)

Pass

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = one expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_006

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(braille with
screenreader)

Outcome

FAIL
But change Test Mode to One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Difficult text with readable
summary
Pass

Title Difficult text with readable
summary
Pass

Title Validity error: illegal attribute

Title Well-formedness error:
duplicate attributes
Fail
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Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_007

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_008

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Confirm Test Mode = One expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_009

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_010

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

FAIL
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Well-formedness error:
duplicate attributes, first one
empty
Pass

Title Validity error: caption after
table body
Pass

Title Validity error: caption after
table heading
Pass

Title Validity error: caption after
table heading
Fail
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Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_011

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_012

Proposed as

PASS

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

Test Case
Number

sc4.1.1_l1_013

Proposed as

FAIL

Scenario 1

Blind/Low vision
(screenreader)

Outcome

PASS
Change Test Mode to One Expert.

15 November 2007

Title Validity error: ID attributes
start with number
Pass

Title Valid code - associations
between table header cells
and data cells
Pass

Title Validity error: illegal tabindex
attributes
Pass
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Discussion

This deliverable has documented the extensive work undertaken for the
validation of the second Test Suite based on the Last Call Working Draft of
WCAG 2.0, released on the 27 April 2006.
602 test cases were created for this test suite, of which 49 were deemed
to require user testing.
The user testing confirmed the outcome (Pass or Fail) of 25 test cases
(51.0%), but the other 49 test cases changed their outcome as a result of
the user testing. Usually this was because a test case which was assumed
would pass, actually failed (16 test cases, or 32.6% of all the user-tested
test cases).
These figures show the importance of conducting the user testing to clarify
issues with how assistive technologies really work, what information users
find clear or not, etc.

15 November 2007
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Appendix A: Examples of
Descriptions and Purposes of test
cases

Test case: xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.1_l1_sc1_001
Description:
Document containing a single image of a cat without an alt attribute.
Purpose:
The test case is intended to fail because no text alternative is provided for the image.
Only absence of a text alternative is tested here.

Test case: xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.1_l1_sc1_002
Description:
A document with an img element that displays a cat. The img element has an alt text
attribute that identifies the image and conveys the same information as the image: “A
black and brown cat named Rex”.
Purpose:
The test case is intended to pass because it presents an appropriate text alternative
conveying the same info as the image.

Test case: xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.1_l1_sc1_003
Description:
A document with an img element that displays a cat. The img element has as
alternative text the URL of the img.
Purpose:
The test is intended to fail because the alt attribute of the img element contains a
URL.
Test case: xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.1_l1_sc1_004

15 November 2007
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Description:
A document with an img element that displays a cat. The img element has as
alternative text “A black and brown elephant named Rex.”
Purpose:
The test is intended to fail because the alt attribute of the img element is incorrect.

Test case: xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_2.5_l2_sc1_001
Description:
Document containing a simple form with two input fields meaningless labeled (entry1
and entry2). No error message is shown when submitting without any entry in the
fields. An useless message "error: Please, check your input!" is displayed when filling
out one or both input fields. No "clear form" button is provided.
Purpose:
The document is intended to fail (in all available accessibility guidelines documents)
because either the error is not identified (empty fields submission) or the error
message does not help the user in any way.

15 November 2007
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Appendix B: Summary of user
testing results

Title: Alt attribute for images: image with empty alt attribute in link with link text
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_006

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min expertise 1)

AT: Screen reader (min expertise 1)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 (15 x blind, 1 x low vision)
Description: A document containing a link with an image and text. The image
itself does not contain text and has an empty alt attribute (the attribute is present,
but there is no text or white space between the double quotation marks), but the
link text describes the target of the link.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the text alternative
immediately follows the image. (The accessibility of the target of the link is not
part of this test case.)
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: 12 x No, 4 x Yes
Comments from users:
Couldn't access either of the links provided but my screen reader indicated I
visited them
When I took the link to the screen shot I got no information as I assume there
was only an image. The only help was the link telling me it was a screen shot.
I was told it was a screen shot, but had no idea what that looked like.
The link was accessible but the screenshot behind it led only to what appeared to
be an empty screen.

Outcome: The user evaluation indicates that the placement of text following the
image is not acceptable to users with this configuration of disability and AT. In
fact, it caused considerable confusion. Therefore it indicates the test case
should be a Fail.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alt attribute for images: image with empty alt attribute in link with link text
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_006

Scenario: s02

Target users: Dyslexic

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 1)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document containing a link with an image and text. The image
itself does not contain text and has an empty alt attribute (the attribute is present,
but there is no text or white space between the double quotation marks), but the
link text describes the target of the link.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the text alternative
immediately follows the image. (The accessibility of the target of the link is not
part of this test case.)
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: This scenario was an error and should not have got through the
validation process. No dyslexic users will use magnification software, unless they
are also partially sighted (and will therefore be tested under another scenario).
This scenario is ignored.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alt attribute for images: image with empty alt attribute in link with link text
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_006

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 1)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x low vision
Description: A document containing a link with an image and text. The image
itself does not contain text and has an empty alt attribute (the attribute is present,
but there is no text or white space between the double quotation marks), but the
link text describes the target of the link.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the text alternative
immediately follows the image. (The accessibility of the target of the link is not
part of this test case.)
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
The blue text that was not bold was difficult to see.
At my preferred magnification the notepad display was discombobulated, so very
hard to read. By accident I discovered that hitting "enter" enlarged the image so I
could read its contents.
Outcome: The user evaluation confirms that the placement of text and image is
acceptable for users with this configuration of disability and AT. Therefore the
test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alt attribute for images: image with empty alt attribute in link with link text
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_006

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x Blind
Description: A document containing a link with an image and text. The image
itself does not contain text and has an empty alt attribute (the attribute is present,
but there is no text or white space between the double quotation marks), but the
link text describes the target of the link.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the text alternative
immediately follows the image. (The accessibility of the target of the link is not
part of this test case.)
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 12 x No
Comments from users:
My screen reader did not identify any text in the window. I could not identify any
part of the screen shot even when using mouse movement simulation. Since
there was no text in the window and tis was a screen shot, it was not readable
with my assistive technology.
My JAWS was reading absolutely nothing on the notepad link.
My screen reader wasn't able to view it. It only said "image".
Outcome: The user evaluation indicates that the placement of text following the
image is not acceptable to users with this configuration of disability and AT. In
fact, it caused considerable confusion. Therefore it indicates the test case
should be a Fail.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for image in image map: text preceding image map
describes the image
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_009

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 1)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 (13 blind, 1 low vision)
Description: A document with a client-side image map; the image represents a
traffic light. The alt attribute of the img is empty, but the text immediately above
the image identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is text above the
image that identifies it and conveys the same information. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x Yes; 1 x No
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for image in image map: text preceding image map
describes the image
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_09

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 (12 x low vision, 3 x blind)
Description: A document with a client-side image map; the image represents a
traffic light. The alt attribute of the img is empty, but the text immediately above
the image identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is text above the
image that identifies it and conveys the same information. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x Yes
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for image in image map: text preceding image map
describes the image
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_09

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x Blind
Description: A document with a client-side image map; the image represents a
traffic light. The alt attribute of the img is empty, but the text immediately above
the image identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is text above the
image that identifies it and conveys the same information. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 11 x Yes, 3 x No.
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None.
Outcome: Need data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 16 x Yes
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: Extra Data (from early lack of
profile matching, so data from users of
IE7 were collected)

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with image and image map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_011

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. The object element does not have a
title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img
element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image on the page?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes
Outcome: The user evaluations supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 23 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 17 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users who could not understand what was in the image:
As before no images/links only description text. (JAWS8 user, UID124)
As with previous examples, the image is not recognised by Jaws. Configuring
Jaws to recognise all graphics on the page, regardless of the attributes they
carry, has no effect. (JAWS8 user, UID111)
Jaws does not recognise that there is an image on the page. (JAWS6 user,
UID134)
Outcome: The user evaluation supports the proposition that the test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
Comment at the top of the page indicated that there would be links in the image,
but the page seemed to follow with the traffic light descriptions without requiring
any link or graphic indication. Seemed like continuous text.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
As in most previous tests, there is no indication that there is an image on the
screen.
No image, no links.
Outcome: Users could not understand the image. This indicates that for this
configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be a FAIL.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for object with both image and image map inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_012

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
object element. However, browser support for the object element may determine
if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has
weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is tested, not the
image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (Min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users Participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 21 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 20 x Yes, 1 x No.
Comments from users:
Had trouble with the green light link.
The text of the links is fully readable, but the links didn't appear to launch a new
page.
Outcome: The user evaluation supports the proposition that this test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fall-back for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes
Outcome: Confirm as Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen Reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map (below object) and
image (inside object)
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_013

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes, 3 x No.
Comments from users:
No image zoom text is on and no image when zoom text is off.
There was no image displayed.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes/No/Open
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 21 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: 14 x Yes; 7 x No
Comments from users:
Jaws does not recognise that there is an image on the page.
The links weren't presented, though all the text was there.
As far as I could tell there were no images on the page. However, the text
described quite clearly the action of the different colours. As in previous traffic
light case I agreed to allow an activex control to run on the page.
Outcome: The user evaluation supports the proposition that this test case is a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers Yes
Results: 3 x No, 1 x Yes
Comments from users:
No image visible.
Outcome: Need more data, although initial findings suggest that this test case is
a FAIL.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fall back for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both image map and img
element inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_014

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 6 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the image has an
appropriate text alternative in the img element that serves as a fallback for the
innermost object element. However, browser support for the object element may
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or
earlier) has weak or no support for the object element. Only the image itself is
tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
I didn't see any image or link.
No image appeared.
Outcome: FAIL.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen Reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 22 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: 15 x Yes; 7 x No
Comments from users:
My screen reader didn't recognize the links.
The image is still not recognised by Jaws as being present on the page.
Outcome: The user evaluation supports indicated that this test case should be a
Pass, although there were a substantial number of people who did not
understand the images – five of these being experienced JAWS users.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 6 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: 1 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: The user evaluation supports indicated that this test case should be a
Fail.
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data, but initial finding suggest Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with image map inside innermost
object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_015

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x Low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Purpose: It is not entirely clear if this test case fails. The innermost object
element does not contain an img element with an alt attribute, but it contains the
image map, and each area in the image map has an alt attribute that conveys the
same information as the area, and the image itself is identified in the text above
it. In addition, browser support for the object element may determine if this test
case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Not clear
Results: 1 x Yes, 3 x No.
Comments from users:
No image or link.
Outcome: Need more data, but initial findings suggest this will be a fail.
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contains appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 21 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users:
Jaws does not recognise the presence of the image. Although a slightly different
approach has been used from the previous (similar) example, the effect is the
same. There appears to be no content between the end of the paragraph that
appears before the object tags in the source order, and the start of the paragraph
that immediately follows them.
I could read the description of the traffic lights, but there were links I couldn't get
to work. I think they were for the colours, but they weren't labelled as such.
Outcome: The user evaluation supports the proposition that this test case is a
Pass for this user group/AT configuration.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
There is a suggestion of clickable links, however there are no links to be seen, so
you get the impression you're missing something.
There are no links, so I can't detect what belongs to the image.
Outcome: The user evaluation is inconclusive to whether this is a pass or a fail.
Therefore, more data needed.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: Extra data

Target users:Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x Blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: The user evaluation supports the proposition that this test case is a
Pass for this user group/AT configuration.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for two nested objects with both description and image map
inside innermost object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_016

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0)

AT: Screen reader with magnification 2

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains the image map and a text alternative that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the innermost object
element contain appropriate alternative text. However, browser support for the
object element may determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet
Explorer (version 6 or earlier) has weak or no support for the object element.
Only the image itself is tested, not the image map.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 4 x No.
Comments from users:
I did not see any image or link.
No image loaded.
Outcome: The evidence is inconclusive to suggest this as a pass or a fail.
Therefore, more data is needed.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answers: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 20 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 17 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
The text spoken for the yellow light image gave no indication that it was for the
yellow light image.
My screen reader didn't recognize the links.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this test
case is a Fail for this user group/AT configuration. It should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 6 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this test
case is a Fail for this user group/AT configuration. It should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 5 x Yes.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this test
case is a Fail for this user group/AT configuration. It should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alt attribute for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested image
both referencing same map
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_017

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attribute of one of the
map's area elements is empty. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because one of the areas of the image
map has no text alternative. The empty text alternative is an issue in itself, but, in
addition to this, browser support for the object element may also determine if this
test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no support for the
object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No.
Outcome: Need more data, although initial evidence suggests that this should not
be expected to Fail, and should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: -

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 25 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 20 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
Because of my visual impairment, visual images--unless clearly tagged with
explanatory text--are without meaning. However, having had vision at one time, I
can imagine the image of a traffic light being pictured somewhere on the page.
Also, the three links to the different colours were not accessible with the tab key
as is usually the case with JAWS software, I had to use the arrow keys to locate
them.
The image texts spoken bore no relation to what the image pointed to.
Red and yellow HTML links worked great. Green link did not take me to the
description text.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this test
case is a Fail. It should be a Pass for this user group/equipment configuration.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Need more data, although initial results suggest that the expected
answer in incorrect, and that this should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 3 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data, although initial results suggest this should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: sc08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_018

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the
GIF version of the same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the
image and conveys the same information. However, the alt attributes of the
map's area elements are all empty. The object element does not have a title
attribute or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data, although initial results suggest that this should be a
Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 24 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 17 x Yes, 7 x No
Comments from users (who answered No):
As far as I could see there were no images on the page, only the description of
what the different colours do.
Jaws does not acknowledge the presence of an image on the page. Looking at
the code, it is evident that the image should appear after the paragraph ending
"...traffic lights mean" and the start of the sentence "A red traffic light...". Jaws
does not recognise the image even when configured to identify all graphics on
the page (the default is to identify graphics by alt attribute).
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this Test
Case is a Fail for this user group/equipment configuration. Therefore, it is classed
as a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
The descriptions for each colour didn't appear as links, so I did not detect that the
descriptions I saw belonged to the image that seems to be there.
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this Test
Case is a Fail for this user group/equipment configuration. Therefore, it should
be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: object and nested
image both referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_019

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map, where the
image map code is inside the object element. The object element embeds an
image in PNG format, and contains an img element with the GIF version of the
same image. The alt attribute of the img element identifies the image and
conveys the same information. The object element does not have a title attribute
or any other text alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most
importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No.
Outcome: Need more data, although initial results suggest that the expected
answer is incorrect, and that this should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 22 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 15 x Yes, 7 x No
Comments from users:
There was no text to indicate the links pointed to lights. Any understanding would
only be inferential.
This had links without alt text tags that were apparently for red, green and
orange, but activating them didn't change what was on the page. The text
description of what the various light types mean was available to the screen
reader at the bottom of the page, so I could get that. but the links were
superfluous and not properly tagged.
In this example and the one before, Jaws only recognised the individual alt
attributes given to each area of the map, rather than the alt attribute given to the
whole image.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this Test
Case is a Fail for this user group/equipment configuration. It should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not support the proposition that this Test
Case is a Fail for this user group/equipment configuration. It should be a Pass.
More data would be useful to confirm this.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 5 x Yes.
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, the evidence suggests this should
Pass.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map; empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_020

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x Low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image. The alt attribute of the img
element identifies the image and conveys the same information. The object
elements do not have a title attribute or any other text alternative except the alt
attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image
map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 4 x No.
Comments from users:
I did not see any image or link on this page.
Outcome: Confirm the expected answer as a Fail.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 24 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 16 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
Jaws did not recognise the fact there was an image or an image map present.
No labels. Just read the url.
Outcome: The user evaluation did not support the proposition that this Test Case
is a Fail for this user group/equipment configuration. The evidence suggests it
should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 3 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
You can't click on anything, so you think you miss something. If the links on the
image were pointing to different locations on a web site, I would have no way to
get to those parts of the site.
Outcome: The user evaluation does not give enough evidence to support the
proposition that this test case is a Fail for this user group/equipment
configuration. Therefore, most data needed.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
Page read like continuous text without either images or links.
Outcome: Result from the user evaluation cannot give a definitive answer.
Therefore, more data needed.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects and
nested image all referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in
image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_021

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains an img element with the same GIF image, and the image map. The alt
attribute of the img element identifies the image and conveys the same
information. The object elements do not have a title attribute or any other text
alternative except the alt attribute of the img element. Most importantly, the alt
attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 2 x No.
Outcome: Outcome from user evaluation gave a split decision. Therefore, more
information needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 23 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 16 x Yes, 7 x No
Comments from users:
My screen reader didn't recognize the links
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s06

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: More evidence is needed from another user evaluation, although early
suggestions should be Fail.
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 7.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain an
img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Result from the user evaluation cannot give a definitive answer,
however, there is a suggestion that it will be a Pass. Therefore, more data
needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s07

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Alternative text for areas in client-side image maps: two nested objects both
referencing same map (inside object); empty alt attributes in image map areas
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_022

Scenario: s09

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: A document with an object element in an image map. The object
element embeds an image in PNG format, and contains another object element
that embeds the GIF version of the same image. This second object element
contains only the image map. The object elements do not have a title attribute or
any other text alternative except the alt attributes of the map's area elements.
Most importantly, the alt attributes of the image map's area elements are empty.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because none of the areas of the
image map has a text alternative. The empty text alternatives are an issue in their
own right, but, in addition to this, browser support for the object element may also
determine if this test case is accessible or not. Internet Explorer has weak or no
support for the object element. The innermost object element does not contain
an img element with an alt attribute, the image itself is identified in the text above
it.
Question: Did you understand what was in the image?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 4 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests this is a Fail, although
further evidence would be desirable.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to section below image
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_026

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section in the same file
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
When the page opened there was an image with 'press enter for long description'
label. However, when I pressed enter after a new window opened I received the
following error message. Error: The page that you have requested does not exist
or you do not have access to it. If you feel this is an error from our side, please
contact us and let us know about the problem , or continue your visit from our
home page.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass. Those who answered no
did so because the link took them to an invalid page, although the mechanism
seemed to work.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to section below image
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_026

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section in the same file
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
I got an error stating that I should try to access the information from the home
page. I went there, but ther was no long description of the map found.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to separate HTML
page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_027

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to separate HTML
page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_027

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to separate HTML
page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_027

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: longdesc refers to separate HTML
page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_027

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The img element has an alt attribute, a title attribute
and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but the image is
too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute refers to a
separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
I had no indication that there was a long description. There was a single line of
text about Christianity, and that was it. I pressed Tab to see if that would do
anything, and got the message, "No link or control."
It appears that the window brought an image and Window Eyes could not read
any text.
First I must say that it was not obvious at all to me that it was a map that was
presented. I had no way of knowing whether it was a long description VS. a short
description, so this was kind of unclear to me. What I did see on the page that
opened was the following. The spread of Christianity down to 180 A.D.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is needed to give a definitive answer.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section below object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_028

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section (below the image)
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section below object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_028

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section (below the image)
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section below object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_028

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section (below the image)
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
Jaws did not recognise an image on the page. The content, multiple paragraphs
and two lists, was visible however.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the test case should be a Pass. Those who
answered No all stated that they read the long description but did not see the
map image.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section below object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_028

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the same page that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section (below the image)
that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc attribute
rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor support
for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause problems.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 11 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
While I was able to read a lot of information, I can't be sure the long description
was included. There was a description of the map, followed by multiple lists of
additional information. Windows-eyes did not indicate that any part was a long
description.
No long description found in the page, found a name in the source code.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the test case should be a Pass. Those who
answered No all stated that they read the long description but did not see the
map image.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_029

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section inside the same
page that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc
attribute rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor
support for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause
problems, especially because the long description is inside the object element.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_029

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section inside the same
page that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc
attribute rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor
support for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause
problems, especially because the long description is inside the object element.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_029

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section inside the same
page that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc
attribute rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor
support for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause
problems, especially because the long description is inside the object element.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
I just got a window saying testfile image. Even in JAWS cursor, there was nothing
meaningful on the page.
Jaws did not recognise any content on the page.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to section inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_029

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a section inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys
the same information.
Purpose:This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attribute points to a section inside the same
page that contains an appropriate text alternative. The test is for the longdesc
attribute rather than the alt attribute. Strictly speaking, this should work, but poor
support for longdesc and the object element in some browsers may cause
problems, especially because the long description is inside the object element.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 13 x No
Comments from users:
The page seemed to be completely blank; there appeared to be no text whatever,
just the title testfile.something (I don't remember the extension now).
The text, if it was supposed to be there, simply didn't show up. The screen reader
saw it as essentially a blank web page.
JAWS read Textfile image, but nothing else was there and pressing Enter didn't
activate anything.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.

15 November 2007
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; no longdesc that
refers to long description inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_030

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute but no longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. There is a long
description inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys the
same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and there is a long description inside the same page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems, especially because the long
description is inside the object element. This test is for the long description rather
than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; no longdesc that
refers to long description inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_030

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute but no longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. There is a long
description inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys the
same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and there is a long description inside the same page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems, especially because the long
description is inside the object element. This test is for the long description rather
than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; no longdesc that
refers to long description inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_030

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute but no longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. There is a long
description inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys the
same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and there is a long description inside the same page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems, especially because the long
description is inside the object element. This test is for the long description rather
than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
I just got a window with the image title, there was no clue as to what the image
was and no accessible link to a long description.
Jaws does not recognise that there is an image on the page.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; no longdesc that
refers to long description inside object
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_030

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute but no longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. There is a long
description inside the object element that identifies the image and conveys the
same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and there is a long description inside the same page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems, especially because the long
description is inside the object element. This test is for the long description rather
than the alt attribute.
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x No
Comments from users:
This page appeared to be completely blank. I couldn't Tab anywhere, nor find
any text using the Window-Eyes mouse cursor.
I found only blank space besides the tab controls for text image and evaluation.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to separate page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_031

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attributes refers to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to separate page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_031

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attributes refers to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to separate page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_031

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attributes refers to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 12 x No
Comments from users:
As before, the page appears to be completely empty. Configuring Jaws to identify
all images on the page, or to identify images via the title attribute, have no effect.
The test case window opened and there was no text in it. It had a frame,
according to my screen reader, but no text at all, and no link to text somewhere
else.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image inside object; longdesc on
image refers to separate page
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_031

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format; inside the object element is an img element that
embeds the same map in JPEG format. The img element has an alt attribute, a
title attribute and a longdesc attribute. The alt attribute identifies the image but
the image is too complex to be described in an attribute. The longdesc attribute
refers to a separate HTML page that identifies the image and conveys the same
information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the alt attribute provides a
short description and the longdesc attributes refers to a separate page that
contains an appropriate text alternative. However, poor support for the object
element in some browsers may cause problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 14 x No
Comments from users:
The page loaded, and when I pressed tab to go to a link, Window-eyes said "no
link or control".
Same as previous examples. Nothing activated a longer description and JAWS
just read Textfile image.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, the expected answer is incorrect, and this test
case should be a Fail.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image embedded by object; long
description inside object; no longdesc attribute
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_032

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format. The object element has a title attribute that
identifies the image, but the image is too complex to be described in an attribute.
Inside the object element is a long description that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the title attribute provides a
short description and the object contains an appropriate text alternative.
However, poor support for the object element in some browsers may cause
problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image embedded by object; long
description inside object; no longdesc attribute
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_032

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format. The object element has a title attribute that
identifies the image, but the image is too complex to be described in an attribute.
Inside the object element is a long description that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the title attribute provides a
short description and the object contains an appropriate text alternative.
However, poor support for the object element in some browsers may cause
problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image embedded by object; long
description inside object; no longdesc attribute
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_032

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format. The object element has a title attribute that
identifies the image, but the image is too complex to be described in an attribute.
Inside the object element is a long description that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the title attribute provides a
short description and the object contains an appropriate text alternative.
However, poor support for the object element in some browsers may cause
problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users:
When the page opened all that appeared to be there was the following text,
which I copied from page, Testfile - Image . I couldn't move beyond this. I even
tried Insert-f7 in Jaws to give a list of links on the page but there were none.
Jaws recognised the image was present and suffixed the alt text with "button".
Although this implies the ability to activate something, hitting Enter did not
produce the longdesc. Had this type of content been presented, without the
benefit of knowing there should be a longdesc present, it would not be clear to
the user that one was available.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive to suggest whether
the expected answer is correct or not. Therefore, more data is necessary.
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Title: Long description for complex image: image embedded by object; long
description inside object; no longdesc attribute
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_032

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A document with an image that represents a map of the
Mediterranean in 180 AD. The document contains an object element that
embeds the map in GIF format. The object element has a title attribute that
identifies the image, but the image is too complex to be described in an attribute.
Inside the object element is a long description that identifies the image and
conveys the same information.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the title attribute provides a
short description and the object contains an appropriate text alternative.
However, poor support for the object element in some browsers may cause
problems
Question: Were you able to access the long description of the map?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
Again I was able to read what sounded like a description, but Windows-eyes did
not indicate any long description.
Again, I saw no longdesc link on the page. All I saw was the following text: Map
of the Mediterranean Sea showing the spread of Christianity down to 180 A.D.,
drawn by Adolf Harnack There were no links of any kind. It's possible that this
was, in fact, the long description, in which case I was able to read it.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests is inconclusive to suggest
whether the expected answer is correct or not. Therefore, more data is
necessary.
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Title: Audio-only content with descriptive label
Test case: 1.1.1_l1_055

Scenario: s01

Target users: Deaf/Hard of Hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x deaf, 5 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing an object element that embeds an audio-only
object. A paragraph with the following transcript nested inside the object element:
"Audio content does not contain background sounds." Note that this is not
"multimedia" according to WCAG 2.0 because the object contains only audio that
is not synchronized with something else.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because a descriptive text label is
associated with audio-only content. This test is only for descriptive text labels, not
for synchronized alternatives (guidelines 1.2) or changes of context (success
criterion 3.2.5).
Question: Did you receive a text message telling you about the audio?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests is inconclusive to suggest
whether the expected answer is correct or not. Therefore, more data is
necessary.
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Title: A video with transcript.
Test case: sc1.2.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 10 x blind
Description: Document containing a video object with audio description.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass as there is audio description object.
Question: Did you hear an audio description of the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 6 x Yes, 4 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests is inconclusive to suggest
whether the expected answer is correct or not. Therefore, more data is
necessary.

Title: A video with transcript.
Test case: sc1.2.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x blind
Description: Document containing a video object with audio description.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass as there is audio description object.
Question: Did you hear an audio description of the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: A video with transcript.
Test case: sc1.2.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x low vision
Description: Document containing a video object with audio description.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass as there is audio description object.
Question: Did you hear an audio description of the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Audio descriptions of video for live multimedia
Test case: sc1.2.3_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with audio descriptions.
The video file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because audio descriptions are
provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of audio descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there a speech description of what was shown visually in the
video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 14 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users (who answered Yes):
It gave additional information I wouldn't have had.
Quite useful; a little quiet and the balance between astronaut on radio and audio
description was slightly confusing.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Audio descriptions of video for live multimedia
Test case: sc1.2.3_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x low vision
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with audio descriptions.
The video file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because audio descriptions are
provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of audio descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there a speech description of what was shown visually in the
video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users (who answered Yes):
It was quite helpful. Sometimes I miss significant events in videos because I over
look what is being shown.
There was, but it could have been even clearer. Though it ruins some of the SFX,
many DVS flicks use a heavy ducking compressor to truly bring the DVS content
in front.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group, AT and browser, this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Audio descriptions of video for live multimedia
Test case: sc1.2.3_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with audio descriptions.
The video file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because audio descriptions are
provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of audio descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there a speech description of what was shown visually in the
video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Audio descriptions of video for live multimedia
Test case: sc1.2.3_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Intellectual disabilities

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x intellectual disabilities
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with audio descriptions.
The video file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because audio descriptions are
provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of audio descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there a speech description of what was shown visually in the
video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes
Outcome: Need more data.
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Title: Live video with captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Deaf

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x deaf
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with captions. The video
file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Live video with captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with captions. The video
file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Live video with captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Hard of Hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with captions. The video
file is emulating a real-time video stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Live multimedia with real-time captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Deaf

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x deaf
Description: Document containing a link to a audio file with captions. The audio
file is emulating a real-time audio stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Live multimedia with real-time captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a audio file with captions. The audio
file is emulating a real-time audio stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Live multimedia with real-time captions
Test case: sc1.2.4_l2_004.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Hard of Hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a audio file with captions. The audio
file is emulating a real-time audio stream.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because captions are provided in the
multimedia file. Only existence of captions is tested.
Question: Were there captions in the video?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Sign language for multimedia: video contains sign language interpretation
Test case: sc1.2.5_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Deaf/Hard of Hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT:

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 2 x deaf, 4 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with sign language
interpretation.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because sign language interpretation
is provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of sign language interpretation is
tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 6 x Yes
Comments from users (who said Yes):
Yes, I was just able to understand it. It will take sometime for me to get use to the
sign language interpreter without facial expression which is part of sign language
interpreter. But it is good as I was able to understand which I am fine with that.
Too small. Enlarge window and the picture is out of focus.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Sign language for multimedia: video contains sign language interpretation
Test case: sc1.2.5_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Hard of Hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 1 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with sign language
interpretation.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because sign language interpretation
is provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of sign language interpretation is
tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Extended audio descriptions for prerecorded multimedia: video contains
audio description
Test case: sc1.2.6_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with extended audio
descriptions.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because extended audio
descriptions are provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of extended audio
descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Was there an audio description of what was happening visually in the
multimedia?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Extended audio descriptions for prerecorded multimedia: video contains
audio description
Test case: sc1.2.6_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with extended audio
descriptions.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because extended audio
descriptions are provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of extended audio
descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Was there an audio description of what was happening visually in the
multimedia?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 12 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users (who said Yes):
Yes the audio description was helpful. A slight concern is that Windows Media
player (WM: 11) output a warning message about content format not being
correct which might lead to unexpected results. It asked me whether to continue
anyway which I did. I then heard the video fragment and at lower volume the
audio description.
A very brief description but not enough information to really understand what was
happening.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Extended audio descriptions for prerecorded multimedia: video contains
audio description
Test case: sc1.2.6_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 3)

Devices

Users participating: 3 x low vision
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with extended audio
descriptions.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because extended audio
descriptions are provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of extended audio
descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Was there an audio description of what was happening visually in the
multimedia?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes
Comments from users:
Yes, audio is the only source for me to find out what is happening. Video is too
hard for my screen magnification level.
Outcome: There is not enough evidence from the user evaluation to recommend
a pass or fail. However, early results suggest that this will be a Pass, which need
confirming with more data.
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Title: Extended audio descriptions for prerecorded multimedia: video contains
audio description
Test case: sc1.2.6_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Intellectual disabilities

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file with extended audio
descriptions.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass because extended audio
descriptions are provided in the multimedia file. Only existence of extended audio
descriptions is tested.
Question: Was there sign language interpretation via an avatar (artificial human)?
Was there an audio description of what was happening visually in the
multimedia?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 3)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 3)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 3)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Video with full multimedia text alternative
Test case: sc1.2.7_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Deaf/Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to a video file and a link to a full
multimedia text alternative. The text alternative is containing a description of the
auditory as well as the visual content presented in the video.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the text alternative does
contain the auditory as well as the visual information of the video.
Question: Was there a text alternative to the video? If yes, was the text
alternative helpful?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Red text with CSS and textual cue to indicate required form fields
Test case: sc1.3.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: A page with a form that has two fieldsets. The first fieldset contains a
group of radio buttons, and the user is required to make a choice (there is no
default). Instructions above the form explain that required fields have labels in red
and contain the text "required field". The red text for the first fieldset is created by
means of CSS and includes a textual cue ("required field") to tell the user that the
field is required, so it is possible for users of current screen reader to find out
which form fields are required. The form does not rely on the user's ability to
recognize red text.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because information about required
form fields is conveyed through colour and a textual cue. This test is only about
indicating required form fields, not about the processing of the form.
Question: Which of the form fields are marked as required? Multiple selections
are possible (Destination, Transport, Don't know).
Expected answer: Destination (Yes)
Results: 1 x Destination, 2 x Don't know
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Red text with CSS and textual cue to indicate required form fields
Test case: sc1.3.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A page with a form that has two fieldsets. The first fieldset contains a
group of radio buttons, and the user is required to make a choice (there is no
default). Instructions above the form explain that required fields have labels in red
and contain the text "required field". The red text for the first fieldset is created by
means of CSS and includes a textual cue ("required field") to tell the user that the
field is required, so it is possible for users of current screen reader to find out
which form fields are required. The form does not rely on the user's ability to
recognize red text.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because information about required
form fields is conveyed through colour and a textual cue. This test is only about
indicating required form fields, not about the processing of the form.
Question: Which of the form fields are marked as required? Multiple selections
are possible (Destination, Transport, Don't know).
Expected answer: Destination (Yes)
Results: 15 x Destination
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Red text with CSS and textual cue to indicate required form fields
Test case: sc1.3.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Colour-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices

Users participating: 1 x colour-blind
Description: A page with a form that has two fieldsets. The first fieldset contains a
group of radio buttons, and the user is required to make a choice (there is no
default). Instructions above the form explain that required fields have labels in red
and contain the text "required field". The red text for the first fieldset is created by
means of CSS and includes a textual cue ("required field") to tell the user that the
field is required, so it is possible for users of current screen reader to find out
which form fields are required. The form does not rely on the user's ability to
recognize red text.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because information about required
form fields is conveyed through colour and a textual cue. This test is only about
indicating required form fields, not about the processing of the form.
Question: Which of the form fields are marked as required? Multiple selections
are possible (Destination, Transport, Don't know).
Expected answer: Destination (Yes)
Results: 1 x Destination
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Red text with CSS and textual cue to indicate required form fields
Test case: sc1.3.2_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices

Users participating: None
Description: A page with a form that has two fieldsets. The first fieldset contains a
group of radio buttons, and the user is required to make a choice (there is no
default). Instructions above the form explain that required fields have labels in red
and contain the text "required field". The red text for the first fieldset is created by
means of CSS and includes a textual cue ("required field") to tell the user that the
field is required, so it is possible for users of current screen reader to find out
which form fields are required. The form does not rely on the user's ability to
recognize red text.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because information about required
form fields is conveyed through colour and a textual cue. This test is only about
indicating required form fields, not about the processing of the form.
Question: Which of the form fields are marked as required? Multiple selections
are possible (Destination, Transport, Don't know).
Expected answer: Destination (Yes)
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Table structure helps understanding of text and translation
Test case: sc1.3.3_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 1)

Devices

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A document with an excerpt of Shakespeare's play Henry V with the
corresponding part of Schlegel's translation of the play. The English text and the
German translation are presented side by side in a table; there is one row per
speech and there are two table cells per row, with the English text in the cell on
the left and the German translation in the cell on the right. So the sequence is:
English speech, German translation, English speech, German translation,
etcetera, instead of providing the whole dialogue in English followed by the
German translation of the dialogue.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the sequence in which
content is arranged in a page is meaningful.
Question: Does the sequence of the English text and its translation make sense
to you?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 13 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Table structure helps understanding of text and translation
Test case: sc1.3.3_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices

Users participating: 2 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: A document with an excerpt of Shakespeare's play Henry V with the
corresponding part of Schlegel's translation of the play. The English text and the
German translation are presented side by side in a table; there is one row per
speech and there are two table cells per row, with the English text in the cell on
the left and the German translation in the cell on the right. So the sequence is:
English speech, German translation, English speech, German translation,
etcetera, instead of providing the whole dialogue in English followed by the
German translation of the dialogue.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the sequence in which
content is arranged in a page is meaningful.
Question: Does the sequence of the English text and its translation make sense
to you?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Table structure does not help understanding of text and translation
Test case: sc1.3.3_l1_004.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 1)

Devices

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: This is a test case the sequence in which content can be arranged in
a page. In this test, an excerpt from Shakespeare's Henry V and its German
translation are juxtaposed in a table, and each speech is in a separate table cell,
so that the sequence is: English speech, German translation, English speech,
German translation, etcetera. However, the CSS stylesheet switches the English
text and the German translation, but not the column headings. (In a browser with
good CSS support, the columns with the text and translation are transposed. In
Internet Explorer 6 and earlier, this effect does not work as intended.)
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the stylesheet mixes up the
sequence of the content.
Question: Does the sequence of the English text and its translation make sense
to you?
Expected answer: No
Results: 14 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests contrary to the expected
answer, for this configuration of user group and AT, this test case should be a
Pass.
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Title: Table structure does not help understanding of text and translation
Test case: sc1.3.3_l1_004.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices

Users participating: 3 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: This is a test case the sequence in which content can be arranged in
a page. In this test, an excerpt from Shakespeare's Henry V and its German
translation are juxtaposed in a table, and each speech is in a separate table cell,
so that the sequence is: English speech, German translation, English speech,
German translation, etcetera. However, the CSS stylesheet switches the English
text and the German translation, but not the column headings. (In a browser with
good CSS support, the columns with the text and translation are transposed. In
Internet Explorer 6 and earlier, this effect does not work as intended.)
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the stylesheet mixes up the
sequence of the content.
Question: Does the sequence of the English text and its translation make sense
to you?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests does not give a conclusive
answer for the test case. Therefore, more data is needed.
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Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests does not give a conclusive
answer for the test case. Therefore, more data is needed, although indications
from these results tend to suggest this will be a Pass.

Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 14 x blind
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes, 13 x No
Comments from users (who said No):
I didn't hear any background music. I generally do when there is any.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests contrary to the expected
answer, for this configuration of user group, AT and browser, this test case
should be a Fail.
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Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (Opera) (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Motor impairment

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.0) (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s07

Target users: Motor impairment

User agent/s: Browser (IE 5.5) (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s08

Target users: Motor impairment

User agent/s: Browser (IE 6.0) (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s09

Target users: Motor impairment

User agent/s: Browser (FF) (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Background sound with proprietary bgsound element
Test case: sc1.4.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s10

Target users: Motor impairment

User agent/s: Browser (Opera) (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a reference to sound via the proprietary
bgsound element.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because the sound can be stopped
by activating IE's UI stop control.
Question: Can you turn the background music off?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Audio contrast: high background sound
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_001.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker
and background sound. The background sound is louder than the foreground
speaker.
Purpose: The document is intended to fail, because the foreground audio content
is not understandable. Only the individual perception of the audio contrast is
tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: No (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Audio contrast: high background sound
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_001.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker
and background sound. The background sound is louder than the foreground
speaker.
Purpose: The document is intended to fail, because the foreground audio content
is not understandable. Only the individual perception of the audio contrast is
tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: No (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 2 x Very difficult (1), 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3)
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Audio contrast: adequate audio contrast
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker
and background sound. The foreground speaker is louder than the background
sound.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the foreground audio
content is understandable. Only the individual perception of the audio contrast is
tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult is it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: Yes (4 or 5 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3)
Outcome: More data needed

Title: Audio contrast: adequate audio contrast
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Hard of hearing

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker
and background sound. The foreground speaker is louder than the background
sound.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the foreground audio
content is understandable. Only the individual perception of the audio contrast is
tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult is it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: Yes (4 or 5 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Very difficult (1), 1 x Difficult (2), 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3)
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Audio contrast: low background sound, occasional sound effect and
foreground speaker
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_006.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Hard of hearing/ADHD

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker,
background sound and occasional sound effects. The foreground speaker is
louder than the background sound.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because except of the occasional
sound effect the foreground audio content is understandable. Only the individual
perception of the audio contrast is tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: Yes (4 or 5 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3)
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Audio contrast: low background sound, occasional sound effect and
foreground speaker
Test case: sc1.4.4_l3_006.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Hard of hearing/ADHD

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x hard of hearing
Description: Document containing a link to an audio file with foreground speaker,
background sound and occasional sound effects. The foreground speaker is
louder than the background sound.
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because except of the occasional
sound effect the foreground audio content is understandable. Only the individual
perception of the audio contrast is tested here.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to understand the speaker in the audio clip?
Expected answer: Yes (4 or 5 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Very difficult (1), 1 x Difficult (2), 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3)
Outcome: More data needed
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Blinking text with JavaScript without a keyboard-accessible mechanism to
stop it
Test case: sc2.1.2_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: Document containing a span of text that uses Javascript for blinking
to draw attention to sale prices. There is no keyboard-accessible or other
mechanism that allows the user to stop the blinking.
Purpose: The test case is intended to fail because JavaScript causes a blink
effect without a mechanism to stop the blinking at 3 seconds or less.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to read the sale price in the page?
Expected answer: Difficult/very difficult (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Very difficult (1), 3 x Difficult (2), 2 x Neither easy nor difficult (3), 3 x
Easy (4), 6 x Very easy (5)
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that contradictory to the
expected outcome, for this configuration of user group and AT, this test case
should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Blinking text with JavaScript without a keyboard-accessible mechanism to
stop it
Test case: sc2.1.2_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: Document containing a span of text that uses Javascript for blinking
to draw attention to sale prices. There is no keyboard-accessible or other
mechanism that allows the user to stop the blinking.
Purpose: The test case is intended to fail because JavaScript causes a blink
effect without a mechanism to stop the blinking at 3 seconds or less.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to read the sale price in the page?
Expected answer: Difficult or very difficult (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 6 x Very difficult (1), 1 x Difficult (2), 2 x Neither easy nor difficult (3), 3 x
Easy (4), 4 x Very easy (5)
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is not conclusive for this
configuration of user group and AT (7 users found it difficult or very difficult to
read, 9 were neutral or found it easy or very easy. Therefore, more data is
needed.
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Title: Blinking text with JavaScript without a keyboard-accessible mechanism to
stop it
Test case: sc2.1.2_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision/Deafblind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: Document containing a span of text that uses Javascript for blinking
to draw attention to sale prices. There is no keyboard-accessible or other
mechanism that allows the user to stop the blinking.
Purpose: The test case is intended to fail because JavaScript causes a blink
effect without a mechanism to stop the blinking at 3 seconds or less.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to read the sale price in the page?
Expected answer: Difficult or very difficult (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Difficult (2), 1 x Neither easy nor difficult (3), 1 x Easy (4)
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: Blinking text with JavaScript without a keyboard-accessible mechanism to
stop it
Test case: sc2.1.2_l3_002.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users:
ADHD/Aphasia/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Learning Disabilities

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x ADHD, 9 x learning disabilities, 1 x dyscalculus, 2 x
dyslexia
Description: Document containing a span of text that uses Javascript for blinking
to draw attention to sale prices. There is no keyboard-accessible or other
mechanism that allows the user to stop the blinking.
Purpose: The test case is intended to fail because JavaScript causes a blink
effect without a mechanism to stop the blinking at 3 seconds or less.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to read the sale price in the page?
Expected answer: No (1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 5 x Difficult (2), 6 x Neither easy nor difficult (3), 3 x Easy (4), 2 x Very
easy (5)
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive for this user group.
Therefore, more data is needed.
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Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Screen reader (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 9 x blind
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 7 x No
Comments from users:
Neither the Jaws setting for suppressing page refresh on the fly, or the
permanent configuration setting to prevent autorefresh stopped the page from
refreshing.
Even with speech rate at several times the default, it wasn't possible to read the
whole page the first time before it refreshed. After a umber of refreshes the page
layout and refresh pattern made it possible to move more fluidly through the page
and on occasion read the entire contents. Using Jaws' on the fly configuration to
stop auto refresh didn't prevent the refresh from happening, neither did switching
Jaws to suppress all page refreshes.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 4 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive, meaning more data
is necessary.
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Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s03

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)
Target users: ADHD/Dyslexia/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities
AT: Speech and hearing support
software (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 2 x learning disabilities, 1 x dyslexia
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive, meaning more data
is necessary.
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Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 12 x low vision
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 11 x No
Comments from users:
The page refreshed too fast. I'm using Dolphin Orpheus 2.x at 508 US English.
Even in the document read I don't get to the second paragraph and the refresh
forces document read to restart reading. I tend to read small passages line by
line in virtual focus, a bit longer passages in document read and very long stuff in
NoteTab Pro heavily using regular expressions for efficient navigation of
structured bits of plain text e.g. based on white space, digits etc... If I used the
last method refresh would not have been a problem, of course.
I did not have enough time first time through, so re-ran sections repeatedly until
I'd got everything. I tried to use my ZTXT to read aloud to me, snd to slow the
pace at which it did so. The slowing-down of the "ticker" worked, but I was unable
to get ZTXT to read the actual text. It would only read tool tips, and the title of the
piece.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users:
ADHD/Blindness/Dyslexia/Functional
Illiteracy/Intellectual Disability/Learning
Disabilities/Low Vision

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 4)

AT:

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 1 x blindness, 1 x low vision
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: ADHD/Deaf/Dexterity
Impairment/Dyslexia/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disability/Learning
Disabilities/Motor Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT:

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 4 x deaf, 2 x dyslexia, 1 x hard of hearing, 3 x
motor impairment
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 4 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments with users:
As I start reading the heading, at the bottom it refreshes before I could finish
reading it. When I got to the quotes, i was able to read all of the short one but
when it comes to the long or complex quotes, I couldn't finish it.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s07

Target users: Motor Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 3 x motor impairment
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 1 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: More data needed
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s08

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Magnification software (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 6 x low vision
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments by users:
I was able to click the stop button and force the page to stop reloading. it had to
be timed well though.
If this was a problem on a website I would probably just copy and paste the text
quickly, before it had a change to refresh.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail. However, this would need
to be confirmed by collection of more data.
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Title: Auto-refreshing content without a mechanism to turn it off
Test case: sc2.2.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s09

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 4)

AT: Braille with screen reader (min 4)

Devices: PC (min 3)

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: A document that refreshes every 5 seconds to display a new
"random" quote. The page refreshes automatically, without giving the user the
opportunity to deactivate or modify the timeout.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the content does not provide a
mechanism to turn off the automatic refresh.
Question: Do you have sufficient time to read the full content of the page before it
refreshes?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 13 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Title: Warning that blinks for three seconds or less
Test case: sc2.2.2_l2_001.xml

Scenario: s01

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)
Target users:
ADHD/Aphasia/Dyslexia/Functional
Illiteracy/Intellectual disabilities/Learning
disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x ADHD, 2 x dyslexia, 1 x intellectual disabilities, 8 x
learning disabilities
Description: A document with a search form that has a text input field and a
submit button. When the user enters a search string of less than three
characters, the web page displays a warning that blinks for three seconds.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the warning does not blink
for more than three seconds. Only the time duration of the blinking is tested here,
not other usability aspects of the warning or other parts of the page.
Question: Please enter the two characters "A5" into the search form and press
enter (or press "Go!").
The input was not accepted because...?
Expected answer: You need to enter three characters
Results: 14 x You need to enter three characters
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with invisible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an invisible skiplink to the main content. This skiplink is
implemented with a single-pixel image with an alt attribute saying: "Skip to main
content". Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a element with name and id
attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting
this width is important to make the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as
described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is an invisible skiplink
at the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass. However, more data
would be desirable to ensure this is the correct assumption.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Set of web pages with invisible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an invisible skiplink to the main content. This skiplink is
implemented with a single-pixel image with an alt attribute saying: "Skip to main
content". Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a element with name and id
attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting
this width is important to make the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as
described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is an invisible skiplink
at the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 13 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with invisible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_001.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x low vision
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an invisible skiplink to the main content. This skiplink is
implemented with a single-pixel image with an alt attribute saying: "Skip to main
content". Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a element with name and id
attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting
this width is important to make the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as
described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is an invisible skiplink
at the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with visible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an visible skiplink to the main content. Note that this skiplink
points to an anchor (a element with name and id attributes) inside a div element
with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make
the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the
article "Skip Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a visible skiplink at
the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with visible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an visible skiplink to the main content. Note that this skiplink
points to an anchor (a element with name and id attributes) inside a div element
with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make
the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the
article "Skip Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a visible skiplink at
the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with visible skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x low vision
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is an visible skiplink to the main content. Note that this skiplink
points to an anchor (a element with name and id attributes) inside a div element
with a width defined in a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make
the skiplink work in Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the
article "Skip Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a visible skiplink at
the top of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated
information is tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with peekaboo skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Braille display (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is a skiplink to the main content; the skiplink is invisible until it
receives focus (when a user tabs through the links and lands on the skiplink) or
the mouse pointer hovers over it. Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a
element with name and id attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in
a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make the skiplink work in
Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a skiplink at the top
of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated information is
tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Set of web pages with peekaboo skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Deaf-blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is a skiplink to the main content; the skiplink is invisible until it
receives focus (when a user tabs through the links and lands on the skiplink) or
the mouse pointer hovers over it. Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a
element with name and id attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in
a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make the skiplink work in
Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a skiplink at the top
of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated information is
tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 15 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Set of web pages with peekaboo skiplink (to main content) at the top
Test case: sc2.4.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 4)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x low vision
Description: A set of web pages - the web site of the fictitious newspaper The
Narnia Times - that has a top navigation section at the top of each page. At the
top of each page is a skiplink to the main content; the skiplink is invisible until it
receives focus (when a user tabs through the links and lands on the skiplink) or
the mouse pointer hovers over it. Note that this skiplink points to an anchor (a
element with name and id attributes) inside a div element with a width defined in
a CSS stylesheet. Setting this width is important to make the skiplink work in
Internet Explorer 6, as described by Jim Thatcher in the article "Skip
Navigation" (http://www.jimthatcher.com/skipnav.htm).
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a skiplink at the top
of every page. Only the use of skip navigation to skip repeated information is
tested here.
Question: Did your device follow the (skip to main content) when you click it, so
you can directly read the (main) information?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
The text I could read did not indicate a problem, just told me what the fields were.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 9 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
Error should have been placed near the field rather than the top of the page. This
could be problematic for large forms. There should have been a direct link to the
error as well.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
When heavily relying on the screen reader, it is difficult to identify the error icon
presented.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s05

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
vision
deficiencies/Deaf/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/Intellectual disabilities/Learning
disabilities/No disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiencies, 3 x
deaf, 2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
Far too much information, presented in a very unclear manner.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed, although preliminary evidence from the user
evaluation suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case
should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s07

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 5 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s08

Target users:
Aphasia/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to identify the input field where the error has occurred?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s09

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was the error clearly indicated by the two asterisks?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s10

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was the error clearly indicated by the two asterisks?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
I never did see asterisks. I have punctuation mostly turned off in my screen
reader, so I had to move over this a character at a time. I still didn't see that
second asterisk.
Not sure as System Access to Go by default is set to read only some
punctuation.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s11

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
vision
deficiencies/Deaf/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/Intellectual disabilities/Learning
disabilities/No disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiencies, 2 x
deaf, 2 x dyslexia, 3 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was the error clearly indicated by the two asterisks?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 11 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_002.xml

Scenario: s12

Target users:
Aphasia/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
disabilities/Learning disabilities

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (server side
detection).
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was the error clearly indicated by the two asterisks?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: Need more data

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 12 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 12 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
I had to switch screen reader to Window eyes 6.1.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive, meaning more data
is required.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s05

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
vision deficiency/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
hearing/Intellectual disabilities/Learning
disabilities/No disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiencies, 2 x
dyslexia, 2 x hard of hearing, 5 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 13 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
Too much information presented on the screen.
The text describing the values for the month had the wrong wording, by the end it
said the "day" had to be in the month field...the description was somewhat
confusing.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 5 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s07

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed, although initial results from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be
a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_016.xml

Scenario: s08

Target users:
Aphasia/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 12 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 14 x blind
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 10 x Yes, 4 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
First of all I could not increase the font size of the pop up screen so I almost
could not read the message. Secondly, for some reason it seemed more
confusing since it was all together without breaks (the previous test case
evaluation had things spaced out better). The spacing of the subject matter helps
to better understand the material when things are difficult to read - for example it
would have been easier if it said 'The registration was unsuccessful'. The
'Customer Code' section needs to be filled in.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive for this user group.
Therefore, more data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s07

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiency, 2 x deaf,
2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
The way the information was conveyed was very technical and formal..sometimes
this flusters the 'customer'. It should be written with a friendlier tone.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_017.xml

Scenario: s08

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Target users: Aphasia/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing three mandatory text input fields. The first two
fields (first name, last name) are already filled and set to read-only. The user is
asked to fill the third field (customer code). If the user submits and no text is
entered, the error is identified and presented to the user in text (Javascript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Did the error message make it clear what to do?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x blind
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 9 x No
Comments from users:
Nothing explicitly told me that the date was in error. It may have been apparent
from the strange gate but there should have been a message to tell me where
the error was.
Initially, the form appears not to submit. Neither pressing Enter or using the Jaws
ability to simulate a mouse click causes the form to submit. Sighted assistance
found that the form had submitted and that information relating to the error was
visually present on the page, below the form. Jaws does not recognise the
presence of this content.
Outcome: Contrary to the expected result, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be
a Fail.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 6 x Yes, 10 x No
Comments from users:
Because the focus stays on the subject button, it takes a while before I realize
that the form has something to complain about. Also, the location of the error
message (below the submit button) doesn't appear logical to me, more to the top
of the page, where I normally start reading.
Physically changing the incorrect date to a valid date was easy however as the
error notification and guidance notes appeared after the form complete with
incorrect data it could easily be assumed that the 'submit' button had not worked
correctly, I might easily have simply tried hitting the button again without reading
onward and would have preferred the problem notification to be read before the
form elements.
Outcome: Contrary to the expected result, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be
a Fail. However, some more data would be desirable to confirm this statement.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive for this configuration
of user group and AT. Therefore, some more data would be desirable to get a
better result.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data required, although the current results suggest that after
collecting this data, the test case will be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 5 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s07

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiency, 3 x deaf,
2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disability
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 11 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
Too much text, unclear presentation.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_025.xml

Scenario: s08

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Target users: Aphasia/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (JavaScript).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is specified
and presented to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
Although it was possible to identify the error prone form fields because of the
extensive help provided at the top of the form, the form fields themselves did not
include the ** as part of the label, which meant that moving from one form field to
another (using the Jaws quick nav short cut key f) did not immediately identify the
fields needing attention.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 13 x Yes, 3 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
It was not clear which boxes to complete. Tried various methods without success.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data needed

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 5 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s07

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiency, 2 x deaf,
2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
Too much information presented on the screen.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group
and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Mandatory text input field with error correction (date)
Test case: sc2.5.1_l1_038.xml

Scenario: s08

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Target users: Aphasia/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing two mandatory text input fields (first name, last
name) that are already filled and set to read-only. In addition, it contains one text
input field for entering the date of birth with mandatory input. If the user submits
and no date is entered or the date is invalid, the error is identified and described
to the user in text (server side detection).
Purpose: The document is intended to pass, because the input error is identified
and described to the user in text.
Question: Was it easy to correct the date?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 7 x No
Comments from users:
A screen reader user will always find it less usable to be confronted with an
unfamiliar environment, particularly if that environment is as complex as a web
page can be. It takes longer to establish the area of the page where the
functionality is displayed, in addition to the time it takes to operate the external
spell checking service. Integrated checking will always be more usable for a
screen reader user.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive, although initial
suggestions for this configuration of user group and AT are that the test case
should be a Fail. However, more data is needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
The spell checker popped up in a window behind the active window, which made
me believe it did not appear
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass. There are some
suggestions that there may be problems with certain devices however.
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 4 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
The spell check screen opened behind the form, so I didn't realize it had opened
until I minimized the form (it would make more sense if the spell check opened on
top). Also, it would be helpful if I could just click one of the suggestions so that it
replaces the misspelled word.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input device (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data required. However, on current trends, it appears this test case will become
a Fail.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s07

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiency, 2 x deaf,
2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users:
The spell check function worked properly but was rather cumbersome and
awkward to use (i.e. clicking the "Spellcheck" button opens an entirely new
browser window, etc.).
I could not click on the word I wanted to insert it. The correct spelling was in a
different window to the one I needed to type into. Completely unhelpful.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Spell check for text input (check direct)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_015.xml

Scenario: s08

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Target users: Aphasia/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing one text input field and a button to perform a
spell check for the entered text.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because a mechanism for performing
a spell check is provided.
Question: Was the spell checking facility usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users:
I found it tedious the number of windows that opened but the major problem was
that after selecting month and day there was no apparent confirmation I had
finished. In fact I tried to enter the day twice and this set the date to 10/10/2007.
Need some confirmation.
The method used for selecting the month is too time consuming. An easier
solution would be to present a list of months, from which the user could select the
correct one in a single action. The method for selecting the date worked well.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 6 x No
Comments from users:
It was possible to enter a date this way, however it was slow, mainly because my
screenreader couldn't keep the focus on the 'next month' button, so I had to
search for it after every click. To me the ideal method is a set of comboboxes
alongside the calendar, or at least a combobox to pick months and years.
A lot of calendars do not work well with jaws. It would be better for a blind person
to actually enter the date manually then to use a calendar.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 7 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
I could not increase the font size of the new calender window because when I
did, the size of the window was not resizable. I would have to use the zoomtext
magnifier to magnify that one screen quite alot and then quit zoomtext to go back
to the other screen to just use Mozilla's accessibility features. This is very
frustrating.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass. However, there may be
some cause to investigate further due to the high number of 'no' answers.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
Again, it is "usable," I mean, I can make do. But the problem is that I was trying to
jump to the next month, so I pressed what looked like an arrow leading to the
next month, but it led to the next year. So I tried to go back, but the second time I
did press the month arrow and only went back one month...needless to say, the
arrows need to be in a separate place. Perhaps the year arrows on the bottom of
the calendar and the month ones at the top? Maybe have a button that says "next
month" and one that says "previous month" because most often people do not
hover over the bottom long enough to read the little tag that drops down.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes
Outcome: More data required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x motor impairment
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 3 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: More data required, although early indications show that this test case
could be a Pass once this data is acquired.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s07

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Colour
Vision Deficiency/Deaf/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Hard of
Hearing/Intellectual Disabilities/Learning
Disabilities/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiency, 3 x
deafness, 2 x dyslexia, 2 x learning disabilities
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 11 x Yes, 1 x No
Comments from users:
Buttons on the calendar were not clear enough - colour contrast insufficient, so I
could hardly see the different button icons, and arrangement of the button icons
not intuitive.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Help for entering information in a special format (date)
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_017.xml

Scenario: s08

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Target users: Aphasia/Dyscalculus/
Dyslexia/Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Document containing one text input field for entering the date (in a
defined format). A link opens a further window where dates can be selected. The
selected date is automatically updated in the text input field of the first window.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass, because context-sensitive help is
provided for entering the date in a special format.
Question: Was this method of entering a date usable?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 13 x Yes, 2 x No
Comments from users:
I was able to accomplish the task but Jaws was not consistent in reading the
error dialogue. The first time I got all the information, in particular the context of
the word. For subsequent errors I did not receive any information automatically I
had to tab round.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille display (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 11 x low vision
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Dexterity User agent/s: Browser (min 2)
Impairment/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x ADHD, 1 x aphasia, 2 x colour vision deficiencies, 4 x
deaf, 2 x dyslexia, 1 x dyscalculus, 5 x learning disabilities
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 16 x Yes, 2 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users:
Aphasia/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s07

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Alternative input device (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 4 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Text area (in form) with spelling correction
Test case: sc2.5.4_l3_018.xml

Scenario: s08

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x motor impairment
Description: Application containing a text area for entering and spell-checking a
message.
Purpose: The test case is intended to pass because an accessible method for
spell-checking is provided.
Question: Was it easy to correct the spelling?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 5 x Yes
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this user group,
the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German override language information of html element
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 10 x blind
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel Effi
Briest, in German. The html element has lang and xml:lang attributes with the
value for English ("en"). The body element has lang with the value for German
("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly identified. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. Only the primary language is tested here, not language
changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 4 x Sounded like German, 5 x Sounded like English, 1 x Sounded
somehow different
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German override language information of html element
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x low vision
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel Effi
Briest, in German. The html element has lang and xml:lang attributes with the
value for English ("en"). The body element has lang with the value for German
("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly identified. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. Only the primary language is tested here, not language
changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 3 x Sounded like German, 2 x Sounded like English, 2 x Sounded
somehow different
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive. Therefore, more
data is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German override language information of html element
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_003.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Dexterity User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Impairment/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x low vision
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel Effi
Briest, in German. The html element has lang and xml:lang attributes with the
value for English ("en"). The body element has lang with the value for German
("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly identified. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. Only the primary language is tested here, not language
changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 1 x Sounded like English
Outcome: More data needed.

15 November 2007
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x blind
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel "Effi
Briest", in German. The html element has no lang and xml:lang attributes, but the
body element has a lang attribute with the value for German ("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly defined. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. It is not strictly required that the language code should be
defined on the html element, although that is what would be expected. Only the
primary language is tested here, not language changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 6 x Sounded like German, 1 x Sounded like English
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 7 x low vision
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel "Effi
Briest", in German. The html element has no lang and xml:lang attributes, but the
body element has a lang attribute with the value for German ("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly defined. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. It is not strictly required that the language code should be
defined on the html element, although that is what would be expected. Only the
primary language is tested here, not language changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 2 x Sounded like German, 3 x Sounded like English, 2 x Sounded
somehow different
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive, therefore more data
is required.

15 November 2007
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Title: Correct lang attribute on body for primary language of content in German
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Dexterity User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Impairment/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x low vision
Description: A page with the first few sentences of Theodor Fontane's novel "Effi
Briest", in German. The html element has no lang and xml:lang attributes, but the
body element has a lang attribute with the value for German ("de").
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language of the content is correctly defined. Tests should show that defining the
primary natural language on the body element instead of the html element does
not cause problems. It is not strictly required that the language code should be
defined on the html element, although that is what would be expected. Only the
primary language is tested here, not language changes inside the content.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text as if it were English or German?
Expected answer: Sounded like German
Results: 1 x Sounded like English
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in American English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_006.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: A page with content in American English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-US"
for American English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in American English?
Expected answer: Sounded like American English
Results: 8 x Sounded like American English, 3 x Sounded like British English, 1 x
Sounded somehow different
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.

15 November 2007
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in American English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_006.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 9 x low vision
Description: A page with content in American English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-US"
for American English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in American English?
Expected answer: Sounded like American English
Results: 8 x Sounded like American English, 1 x Sounded like British English
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in American English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_006.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Dexterity User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Impairment/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x low vision
Description: A page with content in American English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-US"
for American English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in American English?
Expected answer: Sounded like American English
Results: 1 x Sounded like American English
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in British English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_007.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: A page with content in British English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-GB"
for British English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in British English?
Expected answer: Sounded like British English
Results: 12 x Sounded like British English, 3 x Sounded like American English, 1
x Sounded somehow different
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Deliverable D3.7b (Public)

Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in British English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_007.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 10 x low vision
Description: A page with content in British English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-GB"
for British English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in British English?
Expected answer: Sounded like British English
Results: 1 x Sounded like British English, 8 x Sounded like American English, 1 x
Sounded somehow different
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be
a Fail.
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Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in British English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_007.xml

Scenario: Extra data

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 3 x blind
Description: A page with content in British English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-GB"
for British English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in British English?
Expected answer: Sounded like British English
Results: 3 x Sounded somehow different
Outcome: More data needed, although strong evidence from the few users tested
show that this could be a test case that Fails, and needs investigating further.
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Title: Correct language code and subcode for content in British English
Test case: sc3.1.1_l1_007.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: ADHD/Aphasia/Dexterity User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)
Impairment/Dyscalculus/Dyslexia/
Functional Illiteracy/Intellectual
Disabilities/Learning Disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment/No Disabilities
AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x low vision
Description: A page with content in British English. The lang and xml:lang
attribute on the html element contain the correct language and subcode: "en-GB"
for British English.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the primary natural
language is correctly defined. Subcodes to identify versions of languages are not
required.
Question: Did your screen reader read the text in British English?
Expected answer: Sounded like British English
Results: 1 x Sounded like American English
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: Lang attribute for changes in natural language: English, German, French
Test case: sc3.1.2_l2_020.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A document with an excerpt of Schlegel's translation of
Shakespeare's play Henry V. The primary language of the content is correctly
identified as English by means of the lang and xml:lang attributes on the html
element. The German translation is included in a blockquote element where the
language is correctly identified with the lang attribute (with the value "de" for
German). Language changes from German to French inside the translation are
also correctly identified with the lang attribute (with the value "fr" for French). User
agents should be able to determine the language of each passage in the content.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because all language changes are
correctly identified.
Question: Did the text change from English to appropriate sounding German and
then appropriate sounding French?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 8 x No
Comments from users:
It seemed to stick with German sounding pronunciation. I recognised no English
and the French sounded ridiculous.
I would have to say that I thought that the language was either French or German
the entire time. I didn't hear any English. Therefore, no, it was not acceptable to
me.
My screen reader doesn't have this capability.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation is inconclusive for this configuration
of user group and AT. Therefore, more data is required.
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Title: Text with link to external glossary for words used in unusual or restricted
way
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (FF/Opera) (min
1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with text in English where a few words or phrases are
used in an unusual or restricted way. The head element contains a link element
that references a glossary where these terms are explained. Some user agents
use this link element to generate an additional (navigation) bar that enables the
user to access the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because there is a link to a glossary
for the words that are used in an unusual or restricted way. However, browser
support for the link element will determine if a user can access the glossary.
Question: Can you find a definition for the term multimedia?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Dexterity/motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x motor impairment
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 1 x No
Outcome: More data needed.
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 6 x Yes, 10 x No
Comments from users:
I had to go through the whole text to locate the glossary. There were no links nor
headings in this, so I had to browse through the glossary in alphabetic order to
find the information I needed. This was not a big deal for such a short piece, but
would be almost impossible for sizeable pieces of work with many specialist
terms.
It was not easy because, while I could find the words, I could locate a link to a
definition.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail, and not a Pass as
expected. However, the number of expected answers given could suggest more
data is needed to get a clearer idea.
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 13 x blind
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 8 x Yes, 5 x No
Comments from users:
If you hadn't told me in the introduction, I wouldn't know there was a dictionary in
the page. While reading I can't see that the words can be looked up, and after
looking up a word, I have no easy way to return to what I was reading.
Because there were no links between words and definitions and looking for the
definition, then finding my place again, was very time-consuming.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass. However, the number of
unexpected answers given could suggest more data is needed to get a clearer
idea.
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 2 x Yes, 3 x No
Comments from users:
It would be better if I could click on the word. It was difficult to scroll down and try
to read the words passing by, but it takes so long if I have to stop and read each
word to see if it is the one I need.
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dyslexia/Intellectual
disabilities

User agent/s: Talking Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: None
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: None
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: English text with glossary (not linked) of nautical terms
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_004.xml

Scenario: s06

Target users: Deaf/Dexterity
impairment/Dyslexia/Hard of
hearing/Intellectual disabilities/Low
Vision/Motor Impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 4 x hard of hearing, 2 x deaf, 1 x dyslexia, 1 x intellectual
disability, 2 x motor impairment
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text. There are
no links between the terms in the text and the entries in the glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a glossary is provided at the
bottom of the page. (the definitions are below the text without links to them from
the text itself, but that does not cause a failure because each technical term or
phrase has only one meaning within the page).
Question: Was it easy to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 9 x Yes, 1 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms linked to
glossary entries
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_005.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Dexterity/motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x motor impairment
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text; there are
link between the nautical terms within the text and the corresponding glossary
entries. Browsers that support the CSS pseudo-selector :onfocus will highlight
the glossary entry when a user activates the link to the term. (this works in
Mozilla and Firefox, but not in internet Explorer 6 or Opera 7.54). [some links, for
phrases that don't have or don't need a glossary entry, lead to a dummy page.]
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a definition list near the
bottom of the page helps the user to find definitions of words and there are links
between the terms in the text and the corresponding definitions. Only the
availability of definitions is tested here, not any other links or features in the test
file.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Easy
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms linked to
glossary entries
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_005.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x dexterity impairment, 1 x motor impairment
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text; there are
link between the nautical terms within the text and the corresponding glossary
entries. Browsers that support the CSS pseudo-selector :onfocus will highlight
the glossary entry when a user activates the link to the term. (this works in
Mozilla and Firefox, but not in internet Explorer 6 or Opera 7.54). [some links, for
phrases that don't have or don't need a glossary entry, lead to a dummy page.]
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a definition list near the
bottom of the page helps the user to find definitions of words and there are links
between the terms in the text and the corresponding definitions. Only the
availability of definitions is tested here, not any other links or features in the test
file.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert scale)
Results: 1 x Very easy, 1 x Neither easy nor difficult
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms linked to
glossary entries
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_005.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 17 x blind
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. Below
the text is a glossary with the nautical terms that are used in the text; there are
link between the nautical terms within the text and the corresponding glossary
entries. Browsers that support the CSS pseudo-selector :onfocus will highlight
the glossary entry when a user activates the link to the term. (this works in
Mozilla and Firefox, but not in internet Explorer 6 or Opera 7.54). [some links, for
phrases that don't have or don't need a glossary entry, lead to a dummy page.]
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because a definition list near the
bottom of the page helps the user to find definitions of words and there are links
between the terms in the text and the corresponding definitions. Only the
availability of definitions is tested here, not any other links or features in the test
file.
Question: How easy or difficult was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Yes (either 1 or 2 on the Likert scale)
Results: 15 x Very easy, 2 x Easy
Outcome: The results of this example suggest that this test case should indeed
be a Pass.
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms link to glossary
items in other page
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_007.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Dexterity/Motor
impairment

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Alternative input devices (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 1 x motor impairment
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. The
first occurrence of each nautical term links to a glossary entry on a separate page
that only contains a glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the user is intended to find
definitions of jargon by following the links to the corresponding glossary entries.
Question: How easy was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 1 x Easy
Outcome: More data needed
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms link to glossary
items in other page
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_007.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. The
first occurrence of each nautical term links to a glossary entry on a separate page
that only contains a glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the user is intended to find
definitions of jargon by following the links to the corresponding glossary entries.
Question: How easy was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 10 x Very easy, 3 x Easy, 1 x Neither easy nor difficult, 1 x Difficult, 1 x
Very difficult
Outcome: The results suggest that this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms link to glossary
items in other page
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_007.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 12 x blind
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. The
first occurrence of each nautical term links to a glossary entry on a separate page
that only contains a glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the user is intended to find
definitions of jargon by following the links to the corresponding glossary entries.
Question: How easy was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 7 x Very easy, 2 x Easy, 1 x Neither easy nor difficult, 1 x Difficult, 1 x
Very difficult
Outcome: The results suggest this test case should Pass.
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms link to glossary
items in other page
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_007.xml

Scenario: s04

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT: Magnification software (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x low vision
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. The
first occurrence of each nautical term links to a glossary entry on a separate page
that only contains a glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the user is intended to find
definitions of jargon by following the links to the corresponding glossary entries.
Question: How easy was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 4 x Very easy, 1 x Neither easy nor difficult
Outcome: The results suggest this test case should be a Pass.
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Title: English text with glossary of nautical terms – nautical terms link to glossary
items in other page
Test case: sc3.1.3_l3_007.xml

Scenario: s05

Target users: Dyslexia/Intellectual
disabilities

User agent/s: Browser (min 2)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 2 x dyslexia, 1 x learning disability
Description: A document with text in English that contains nautical terms. The
first occurrence of each nautical term links to a glossary entry on a separate page
that only contains a glossary.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the user is intended to find
definitions of jargon by following the links to the corresponding glossary entries.
Question: How easy was it to find the word definitions?
Expected answer: Easy or very easy (either 1 or 2 on the Likert Scale)
Results: 2 x Very Easy, 1 x Easy
Outcome: More data required, although initial results suggest Pass.
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Title: Difficult text with readable summary
Test case: sc3.1.5_l3_001.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: All

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 8 x blind, 1 x deaf-blind, 2 x deaf, 3 x dexterity impairment, 1
x dyslexia, 5 x low vision, 3 x motor impairment
Description: A text that requires a reading ability above the upper secondary
education level, with a summary at the bottom that does not require a reading
ability higher than primary education level.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass because the summary at the bottom
does not require a reading ability higher than primary education level. Only the
reading level is tested here, not the other aspects of the document (descriptive
section titles, expanded forms for abbreviations, etcetera).
Question: Does the summary help you understand the rest of the content?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 18 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that this test case should
be a Pass.
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Title: Difficult text with hard to read summary
Test case: sc3.1.5_l3_003.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: All

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT:

Devices:

Users participating: 8 x blind, 5 x low vision, 2 x deaf, 3 x dexterity impairment, 1
x dyslexia, 5 x motor impairment
Description: A text that requires a reading ability above the upper secondary
education level, with a summary at the bottom that requires a reading ability
higher than primary education level.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the summary that is provided
is still too difficult. Only the reading level is tested here, not the other aspects of
the document (descriptive section titles, expanded forms for abbreviations,
etcetera).
Question: Does the summary provided really help you to understand the rest of
the content?
Expected answer: No
Results: 19 x Yes, 5 x No
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Validity error: illegal attribute
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 1)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the dd
elements have an alt attribute, which is not allowed on these elements. It is not
clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the alt attributes are
ignored.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because some elements have illegal
attributes.
Question: How many definitions of abbreviation are given?
Expected answer: Fail (Three or Four)
Results: 3 x One, 13 x Two
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group, the test case should be a Pass.

Title: Validity error: illegal attribute
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s02

Target users: Blind

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Braille display (min 1)

Devices:

Users participating: 5 x blind
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the dd
elements have an alt attribute, which is not allowed on these elements. It is not
clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the alt attributes are
ignored.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because some elements have illegal
attributes.
Question: How many definitions of abbreviation are given?
Expected answer: Fail (One, Three or Four)
Results: 4 x Two, 1 x Three
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Validity error: illegal attribute
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_005.xml

Scenario: s03

Target users: Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader with magnification
(min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 8 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the dd
elements have an alt attribute, which is not allowed on these elements. It is not
clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the alt attributes are
ignored.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because some elements have illegal
attributes.
Question: How many definitions of abbreviation are given?
Expected answer: Fail (One, Three or Four)
Results: 8 x Two
Outcome: Contrary to the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Well-formedness error: duplicate attributes
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_006.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Braille with Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is not well-formed because there is an img
element that has two alt attributes instead of one. Both alt attributes contain a
different text alternative. It is not clear if the first or the last attribute will take
precedence in user agents and assistive technologies.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because there is an element with
duplicate attributes. This makes the document ambiguous for screen readers.
Question: Which description of the image did you hear?
Expected answer: Fail (A programmer using Notepad++, Both these descriptions,
Neither of these descriptions or I'm not sure)
Results: 14 x A programmer using Notepad++, 1 x Both these descriptions, 1 x
I'm not sure
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Title: Well-formedness error: duplicate attributes, first one empty
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_007.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is not well-formed because there is an img
element that has two alt attributes instead of one. The first alt attribute is empty;
the second contains text alternative. It is not clear if the first or the last attribute
will take precedence in user agents and assistive technologies. If the first takes
precedence, the screen reader will ignore the image; if the second takes
precedence, the screen reader may read the text alternative.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because there is an element with
duplicate attributes. This makes the document ambiguous for screen readers.
Which alt attribute will a user agent or a screenreader pick up?
Question: Does the image have a description?
Expected answer: Fail (I don't know)
Results: 6 x The Find dialogue box of Notepad++, 9 x Nothing; the image has no
text alternative, 3 x I don't know
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass, rather than a Fail as
predicted. Looks like the AT can handle this OK and find the second alt attribute.
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Title: Validity error: caption after table body
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_008.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the caption
element appears as the last element in the table element instead of the first
element. It is not clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the
caption is still read before the content of the table.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the caption does not appear in
its correct place in the markup. It is not clear if this causes problems for assistive
technologies.
Question: Was the table caption read to you before the contents of the table?
Expected answer: No
Results: 12 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
Caption was at end, at bottom of info on the screen.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass, rather than a Fail as
predicted.
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Title: Validity error: caption after table heading
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_009.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the caption
element appears between the thead and the tbody in the table element. It is not
clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the caption is still read
before the content of the table.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the caption does not appear in
its correct place in the markup. It is not clear if this causes problems for assistive
technologies.
Question: Was the table caption read to you before the contents of the table?
Expected answer: No
Results: 12 x Yes, 4 x No
Comments from users:
The summary was read then the column headings. Then there was what
appeared to be caption text followed by the cell entries.
The caption wasn't read at all, even after the table body where it located in the
source order.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass, rather than a Fail as
predicted.
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Title: Validity error: table body before table heading
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_010.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 1)

AT: Screen reader (min 2)

Devices:

Users participating: 15 x blind, 1 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid because the tbody
element appears before the thead element in the table instead of after it. It is not
clear how assistive technology responds to this; possibly, the table heading is still
read before the content of the table.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because the table heading (thead)
does not appear in its correct place in the markup. It is not clear if this causes
problems for assistive technologies.
Question: Were the column headers read to you before the contents of the table?
Expected answer: No
Results: 2 x Yes, 14 x No
Comments from users:
The column headers weren't there, I got the caption, an indication of how many
columns and rows, but no column headers.
What appeared to be the column headers were read when doing a full screen
read. However, when using the JAWS table reading commands, the top column
with the headers was not read. On changing columns, the new column header
was read.
Column headers were read at the end, but in my screen reader's table read
mode, I could get the meaning of the table.
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Fail.
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Title: Validity error: ID attributes start with number
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_011.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind, 2 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid: although the markup
is structurally correct, the ID values for the header cells in thead (table header)
are illegal because they start with a number instead of a letter or underscore. It is
not clear how assistive technology responds to this. However, since the header
cells define their scope by means of the scope attribute, assistive technologies
should not have problems to find the associations between data cells and their
headers.
Purpose: This is a test case is intended to fail because the file is well-formed but
invalid. However, it is not clear if this causes problems for assistive tecnologies.
Question: When navigating around the table, can you find out what the row and
column headers are for each cell?
Expected answer: Fail (No, Did not find any rows or columns, Don't understand)
Results: 13 x Yes, 3 x No, 2 x Did not find any rows or columns
Outcome: Contradicting the expected answer, evidence from the user evaluation
suggests that for this configuration of user group and AT, the test case should be
a Pass.
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Title: Valid code - associations between table header cells and data cells
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_012.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind, 2 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed and valid. The markup uses ID
values for the header cells in thead (table header) with table data cells in tbody.
Screen reader users should be able to find the row and column headers when
navigating through the cells of the table.
Purpose: This test case is intended to pass: the markup is valid and users should
be able to navigate the table. However, it is not clear if screen readers support
the mechanism for associating headers with data cells by means of IDs.
Question: When navigating around the table can you find out what the row and
column headers are for each cell?
Expected answer: Yes
Results: 14 x Yes, 4 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass.
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Title: Validity error: illegal tabindex attributes
Test case: sc4.1.1_l1_013.xml

Scenario: s01

Target users: Blind/Low Vision

User agent/s: Browser (min 3)

AT: Screen reader (min 3)

Devices:

Users participating: 16 x blind, 2 x low vision
Description: An XHTML file that is well-formed but not valid: although the markup
is structurally correct, some elements have a tabindex although they are not
allowed to have that attribute. It is not clear how assistive technology is supposed
to respond to this. Possibly, the illegal tabindex values will become part of the tab
sequence for all elements with tabindex.
Purpose: This test case is intended to fail because some attributes are illegal.
Testing may show that these illegal attributes do not cause problems.
Question: Do you get to the welcome message?
Expected answer: No
Results: 12 x Yes, 6 x No
Outcome: Evidence from the user evaluation suggests that for this configuration
of user group and AT, the test case should be a Pass, instead of a Fail as
expected.
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